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Doing walk of life
900 students combat AIDS with their feet
ed business fraternities.
Steve Taylor, a volunteer case worker for VAN,
who has been living with full-blown AIDS since
1994, thanked the red-ribbon decked crowd of students
on Godwin Field and volunteers before the
Despite overcast skies and chilly temperatures,
nearly 900 students showed their support in the walk for their participation.
"We have a very small organization and cover
fight against AIDS Saturday morning at the first
400,000 square miles," Taylor said. "It takes a lot of
AIDS Walk.
Co-Sponsored by Alpha Sigma Tau sorority and community support. We depend on the govern_^^^^____^^_ ment for grants . . . and we
Students for Camp Heart- _____m_^____
had a 30 percent budget cut
land, the 5K walk through
i (/-~.
r ■
T
this year."
campus and downtown
One OJ the feOSOHS 1
The funding VAN
Harrisonburg raiseu
namsonDure
raised more r
. . , .
receives goes directly
toward the clients by proHeartland and the Valley '
, .
.
, ,.
viding assistance with food,
AIDS Network (VAN),
clothing, medical expenses,
said senior Allison Jenkins,
transportation and paying
Alpha Sigma Tau's events
rent and utility bills, Taylor
co-chair.
Steve Taylor said.
Camp Heartland is a
volunteer case worker. Valley AIDS Network
Many residents in the
summer camp devoted to
area
VAN provides serbringing together children
living with HIV/AIDS and children with family vices for don't think they're at risk for HIV/AIDS
members who have the disease into a welcoming because "they're not gay or drug users," he said.
and fun atmosphere. VAN is a non-profit organi- "One of the reasons I feel it's important to get out
zation that provides physical and emotional sup- into the public eye is to increase awareness."
The AIDS Walk started on Bluestone Drive near
port for those affected by HIV/AIDS in the HarGodwin Field at 10:15 a.m. and then snaked its way
risonburg area.
Between 25 and 30 JMU organizations partici- onto Port Republic Road and South Main Street as
pated in the AIDS Walk, including social fraternisee AIDS WALK page 11
ties and sororities co-ed service fraternities and coI/ELLY
ELLY HANNON & BRIAN WESTLEY
senior writers

than $6,500 for Camp feel it s important to get

out into the public eye is
to increase awareness.

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/IM0photographer

Students show their support for the first AIDS Walk as they form
a procession early Saturday morning at JMU.

Scrambled SMAD is main dish Lemish takes
High faculty-to-student ratios
force departments to get strict

i

LLISON MANSER
staff writer

Increasing student-tofaculty ratios have left
academic
departments
scrambling for ways to deal
with the problem.
One case in point: the
School of Media Arts and
Design. Becoming a SMAD
major now involves a more
lengthy process and three
courses within the major are
being restructured
to
improve
the
major's
curriculum and to coincide
with admission changes.
The changes in the
admission policy and
curriculum effective this fall
affect SMAD majors who
have not yet taken SMAD
200, 200L, 300 and students

interested in applying to the
major.
The changes won't affect
the credit requirement for
graduation as a SMAD
major; however, it may
change in the near future,
SMAD school director
George Johnson said.
The new admission policy
creates a temporary major
called Pre-SMAD. Any JMU
student is eligible to enroll in
this new major, but it does
not guarantee a student a
spot as a SMAD major. In
Pre-SMAD, students complete SMAD 101, a new class
necessary for the application
process into SMAD.
Johnson said he hopes
that the creation of PreSMAD will allow students to
take one introductory course
worth three credits and

Busting at the Seams
c
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^ Exploring a Growing Student Population
Part 1: Defining the Resource Problem
With increasing student population & student-to-faculty
ratios, there is only funding for 25 new faculty positions
next year. An administrator shares his opinions on why.
Part 2: Finding Solutions
Academic departments across campus are scrambling to
find ways to manage an increasing student population.
Explores one school's efforts, with a brief look at others.
Part 3: Looking Forward
How will JMU deal with growth & lack of funds in the new
century, and how will growth affect the university's reputation?
M1CHELE JOHNSTON/w/Hor artist

determine their interest in
the major. In the past SMAD
200 and 200L served as
introductory courses and
required six credits.
Under the new policy,
applications to the major will
be reviewed once a year in
the spring. By that time,
students will be required to
have completed, or be
enrolled in, SMAD 101. They
will also have to complete
the competency test, a

temporary job
on stadium
planning study
K
ELLY HANNON
senior writer

change of major form, major
card and questionnaire.
An admission committee
will then review the
applications and notify
accepted students on March 3.
If accepted, students will
be eligible to register for
SMAD courses. Those
students who are not
accepted can re-apply to the
major in the following

Don Lemish, former JMU athletic director,
will continue working at JMU as a consultant on
the pre-planning and the financial feasibility
study on the possibility of an extension of
Bridgeforth Stadium, said Lemish and JMU
President Linwood Rose.
"The pre-planning study is to determine the
feasibility to build a new stadium," Lemish said.
He said his involvement with the study will be
temporary. "This is just an opportunity to help
that get off the ground," Lemish said. "I'm just
finishing off a project . . . after it's finished up
that will end anything I have to do with JMU."
Rose said Lemish's role in the studies will be
short-lived. "I've asked him to stay on to work
with this project... and after that it will sever his

see SMAD page 11

see LEMISH page 11
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Campus police report the
following:
Distribution of Psllocybin
• Leonid L. Perskii, 19, of
Fairfax, was arrested and
charged with distribution of
psilocybin on March 24 in
Hoffman Hall.
Psilocybin is a hallucinogenic
drug.

Warrant for Assault and
Battery
• Glenda R. Powell. 21, of
Newport News, was arrested
and charged with assault and
battery on March 23 at 1:55 p.m.
in Burruss Hall.
Campus police served the
warrant for the Harrisonburg
Police.
Hit and
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• James R. Huffman, Jr., 20, of
Culpeper, was arrested and
charged with a hit and run and
property damage on March 23.
The location and time of the hit
and run were not disclosed.
Destruction of Public
Property
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly broke out the glass of
a vending machine in Hoffman
Hall between March 22 at 11
p.m. and March 23 at 7:29 a.m.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly damaged an exterior
door of Duke Hall between
March 25 at 11:15 p.m. and

March 26 at 12:13 a.m.
Screws holding the door
hinge
were
broken.
Maintenance was notified of the
damage.
Assist
Off-Campus
Business
• Campus police located a
student who reportedly
attempted to enter a downtown
bar and grill through the roof
after being denied entry on
March 25 at 12:54 a.m.
Damage was done to the
ceiling of the establishment and
see POLICE LOO page 11

it Campus Assault Response Helpline, 6:30 p.m., Jackson IB, call
Melanie at 438-8053

it JMU Faculty Recital with Dr. John Little, 8 p.m., Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium, call x3481 or x6863

•
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throughout James Madison University
and the local Harrisonburg communi
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MSC6805

James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736
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Cheryl Floyd, x8084
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it SGA meeting, 5 p.m., Highlands Room, call x6376

it Historian Thomas Burress, "Role of the Black Church in the Freedom Movement," 7 p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre, call x6991

it Students for Camp Heartland meeting, 7 p.m., Taylor 309, call
Sarah at x6332

<fr Reconciliation Service, 7 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.),
sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Kelly at 801-0829

# Take Back the Night, protesting violence against women, 6:30
p.m., The Commons, call x3598

it UPB Cinematic Events Publicity meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 233, email Matthew at slaleynir@jmu.edu
it UPB Marketing/PR Committee meeting, 5 p.m., Taylor 306 or
233, call Eunice at x7822

TUESDAY, MARCH 30
it Bible Study, 7:15 p.m., Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry,
call Jason at 432-0302
« Circle K meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 404, call Michele at 438-3009
it Clothesline Project Display, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., PC Ballroom
^ College Libertarians meeting 8 p.m., Keezell 307
it Harmony meeting, 8:30 p.m., Taylor 311, call Chris Dolce at x6000

• Visiting Scholar Lecture, Dr. Leo Chavez presents, "Covering
Mexican Immigration: Popular Images and the Politics of the
Nation," 5 p.m., Anthony-Seeger Auditorium
it WXJM 88.7 F.M. interview with Mickey Matthews, JMU football
coach, 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31
it Brown Bag Lunch, Laurie Kutchins and student writers present
"Student Writers Meeting"12.20 p.m., Hillcrest House, call x6953
it InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Large Group, 7 p.m., ISAT CFW
room, e-mail Sarah at waucrsb®jmuidu
it Junior Class Council meeting 9 p.m., Ashby Clubhouse, call Erin
at 564-0976

AM EX
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| 18.3

The Breeze is located in the lower
level of Anthony-Seeger Hall
Cleveland
Duke

South Main St.

MARKET WATCH

Commute, commute,
wherever you are

LOCATION

it Madison Brass Concert, 8 p.m., Emmanuel Episcopal Church, $2
donation, call x3481 or x6863

it College Republicans meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 400, call Stephanie at
438-3160

1IIOM \-> >i \i \
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Susan Shif flett, x8089
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"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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WEATHER
TUESDAY:

Sunny, high 64°F, low

38°F.
WEDNESDAY:

Sunny, high 73°F,

low 33°F.
Partly Cloudy, high
77°F,low44°F.
FRIDAY: Partly Cloudy, high
740F,low42°F.
THURSDAY:

CORRECTION
In the article "Ward focuses
on role of black churches" in
the March 25 issue of The
Breeze, the paragraph that
states, "During her time at the
theatre, [Val Gray] Ward never
Eerformed any onstage-role;.,
ut instead handled most of the
publicity and behind-thescenes work, including app|>'•
ing for grants" is incorrect. That
describes her husband, Francis
Ward, a professor of journalism
at Syracuse University.
Gray Ward is an actress,
director and producer and has
performed many onstage roles.
Vie Breev rpgrpts the error, i
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Digging in for handicapped access
"The ramp was a project that had been
in the works for a while and we felt it
was a priority to get it done," said
Construction on the hill in. front of D- Louis Hedrick, coordinator at
hall is being done to make JMU more Disabilities Services and member of the
wheelchair-friendly.
ADA committee.
The construction is for a handicap
The committee is made up of about a
ramp being built, said Carl Puffenbarger, dozen people who represent services that
assistant director of facilities management, cater to students around campus, profesJMU's campus is not very accessible sors and administrators, Hedrick said,
for handicap people, project engineer
"We are detighted [about the ramp] I
Charles
Smith
^m^mm^mmmm^^m^m think it will really
said.
open up the camU
"The ramp will
pus to people with
enable people in
mobility probwheelchairs to people in wheelchairs to lems," Hedrick
bypass the two sets
said.
of stairs," smith bypass the two sets of
The ramp will
said.
cost
about
>>
The wheelchair StdlfS.
$250,000, Smith
ramp will elimisaid, "but
it
Charles Smith depends on how
nate one of the
project engineer much 'rock congreatest barriers _^______^___
handicap people
struction workers
face moving around campus, Smith said
hit. It shouldn't [cost] more that that. If
In order for students in wheelchairs to anything it will be less."
get from the upper part of campus,
The Virginia General Assembly alloaround the library and Keezell Hall, to the cated the funds for the ramp, Miller said.
lower part ->ear Warren Hall, students
The ramp is expected to be completed
have to go all the way around D-hall.
in the middle of the summer, so it will be
The ramp will eliminate the need for ready for students returning in the fall,
them to do this, said Tim Miller, building Smith said.
services coordinator.
The patio outside Warren Hall is also
The building of the ramp was a priori- under construction for resurfacing.
ty of the Americans with Disabilities Act
"It was in pretty bad shape," said
committee at JMU.
Miller.

t

OKIE SHOMPER
contributing writer

The ramp will enable

t^

ALEX \¥SS¥.\SIseniorphotographer

Construction crews plowed into the side of the hill on the commons last week to
begin construction on a handicapped-access ramp. The ramp will provide handicapped students with a centrally-located alternative to stairs.

Faculty Senate meets
Changes in disability leave plan discussed
CRISTINA COOK
faculty reporter
The implementation of changes under
the Virginia Sickness and Disability Plan
was the focus of discussion at Thursday's
Faculty Senate meeting.
Faculty Concerns Chair Kirk Elwood
introduced two representatives from the
Human Resources Department to discuss
the new plan that would change the
nature of disability leave for JMU faculty
and administrators.
The old system, Peer Coverage,
required faculty to submit a leave card for
every hour missed, and was not conducive to teaching faculty and administrators, said Shelli Short, human resources
director, and Wanda Rodgers, human
resources team leader.
Teaching faculty under the Virginia
Retirement System will be required to
report absences of seven or more calendar days to Human Resources. A third
party is then contacted about the leave
and the decision becomes the decision of
third party whether the person qualifies
for disability.
Under the new plan, weekends and
holidays will be counted in a seven-day
leave of absence. Faculty who are
approved for short-term disability begin
receiving full salary from the eighth calendar day absence for up to six months.

*Z**)0

After six months, teaching faculty who
are still unable to return to work can qualify for the long-term disability plan. Pay is
reduced to 60 percent of their salary until
the age of 65.
Tenured faculty and administrators
receiving disability are still considered
JMU employees and their positions are
kept for a two-year period. Faculty and
administrators who are not tenured are no
longer considered JMU employees as soon
as their long-term disability begins.
Faculty Senate Secretary Bill
O'Meara said faculty will have to
decide if they want the new plan
instead of the current one.
The Faculty Senate also discussed the
following at the meeting:
• Carter Lyons, Faculty Senate
Treasurer, announced that money is still
being collected from each of the JMU
departments to finance the faculty computer lottery. The lottery is a way for JMU
professors to win computer grants. Lyons
reported 11 departments have not paid
money, while pointing out that twenty to
fifty of the lottery winners come from
those departments.
•
Nominations and Elections
Committee Chair Elizabeth Ihle
announced the approval of an amendment proposed in January to have
changes made to the nature of voting for
faculty/senate constitutional amend-

ments. The amendment passed by a vote
of 350-40. Amendments become effective
when approved by a two-thirds majority
vote by the faculty. Previously, 50 percent
of all faculty had to vote for an amendment to occur, but now one-third of all
faculty need to vote for an amendment
•
The Senate also approved the
names of nominees for positions on
University Committees and Commissions.
Faculty had volunteered for consideration
to be members.
The names will now be sent to JMU
President Linwood Rose for approval.
'
•
Reconciliation Chair Greg Versen
announced that a meeting will be held
with the hearing committee in preparation
for Faculty Handbook changes April 1 in
Harrison Annex B4.

CHANGES IN JMU FACULTY
AND ADMINISTRATION
DISABILITY LEAVE PLAN
Instead of submitting a leave card for
each hour of work missed, faculty and
administration members now only have to
report absences of seven calendar days
or more to Human Resources. A third
party will then be contacted who decides
whether or not the absence should be
considered disability leave.

Student arrested
on additional
charge
STEVEN LANDRY
police reporter
JMU Police charged a freshman who
was arrested March 1 with possession of
marijuana with intent to distribute and
underage possession of alcohol with five
additional criminal offenses on
Wednesday.
JMU Chief Lee Shifflett said Leonid
Perskii, 19, of Fairfax, was arrested and
charged on March 24 with distribution of
psilocybin, which is a felony charge.
Psilocybin is a hallucinogenic "mushroom" drug, Shifflett said.
Perskii was also charged for reproducing a Virginia operator's license, a handicap hang tag violation and two counts of
possession of stolen property.
Both counts of possession of stolen
property refer to handicapped hang tags
Perskii allegedly stole, Shifflett said.
Shifflett said campus police will likely
not place any more charges on Perskii.
"The investigation is pretty much closed
at this point, unless other information surfaces," Shifflett said. JMU police reportedly found a number of drug distribution
materials, including packaged marijuana,
drug packaging material and records pertaining to the distribution of drugs in
Perskii's room on March 1, which led to
the additional charges, said JMU police
Officer Sid Hartman, the investigating
officer on this case.

«i
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Use
Your
Wednesday, March 31st
9a.m.-7p.m.

Elections for:
SGA President,Vice President,Treasurer and Secretary
and Honor Council President and Vice President

UREQZane Showker,
and on the commons

Bring your JAC
card in order
to vote!
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Sreeze-ing to first-place finish
JMU's student newspaper takes home individual, overall awards

I

INA MONTEFUSCO
ssistant news editor
Endless hours in the dank basement of
Anthony-Seeger. Long nights spent editing stories and fine tuning photos and ads.
Way, way too much Domino's pizza.
Producing The Breeze is a labor of love
— but now, it's also an award-winning
labor of love.
The
Society
of
Professional Journalists
named The Breeze the Best
Ail-Around Non-Daily
Student Newspaper in the
eastern region in the 1998
Mark of Excellence compeCrowley tition.
"The awards mean so
much to this staff because we were so
young coming in," Breeze Editor Courtney
A. Crowley said. "We're one of the
youngest Breeze staffs in 76 years and were
expected to fall on our faces. But we surprised a lot of people. The best part is that
none of this was expected."
The Breeze has not won the award for
best newspaper since 1993. This is the
most awards The Breeze has ever won, one
of The Breeze's advisers, David
Wendelken, said.
Breeze staffers and writers also won
first-place in five other categories.
"This is the most firsts in the Mark of
Excellence competition that The Breeze has
ever won," Wendelken said. "We've
earned three or four firsts before, but six is
a truly outstanding achievement. To win
more firsts than the University of North
Carolina and the University of Maryland
combined is a strong indicator of the
strength of our program and the dedica-

tion and talent of the entire
staff."
Flip De Luca, another
adviser, said, "This is really
great! Everyone who works
on The Breeze pours their
heart and soul into the
paper. Winning these
Jenkins
awards, especially against much
larger schools, should make the entire
staff proud."
Senior Kelley Blassingame won the
General Column Writing category;
Crowley, a junior, won for Sports Column
Writing; sophomore Dylan Boucherle won
for Feature Photography and Best Sports
Photography. Crowley, senior Brad
Jenkins, senior Katheryn Lenker, Andi
Metzler ('98), senior Rob Speirs and junior
Julia Filz won for Spot News Reporting.
Virginia falls in Region II for SPJ,
which also includes Delaware, Maryland,
the District of Columbia and North
Carolina, SPJ region director Julie Asher
said. Other schools that participated were
the University of North
Carolina-Chapel
Hill,
George
Washington
University, the University
of Maryland-College Park,
Howard
University,
Virginia Commonwealth
University and Washington
Blassingame and Lee University. The
Breeze now advances to the
national SPJ competition, which includes
the other 11 regions in the country.
"It doesn't matter where you go to
school for journalism, it's the kind of people who work for the paper that matters,"
Crowley said. "And we have incredible
people down here in the basement."

Blassingame said, "I just thought it was
a pretty big deal to beat Maryland and
UNC because when I was applying to
school, those were the big journalism
schools. So it was definitely pretty cool."
The 36 categories include magazines,
newspapers, photography, radio, television broadcast and online publications. In
several categories, only first place awards
were given because the judges felt those
entries were by far the best,
Asher said.
Judges, who are journalism professionals, based
their decisions on overall
excellence, accuracy, completeness and writing style.
"They
take
into
Lenker account effectiveness,
enterprise, ingenuity and
extenuating circumstances," Asher said.
"Sometimes when people write up a little description of the obstacles they
might have overcome, this sets the scene
so that judges can take that into consideration."
In the Best Ail-Around category, the
judges said "good design and solid writing make this newspaper a
winner." The Breeze sent in
the March 5, Nov. 5 and
Dec. 7 issues from 1998.
"Winning Best AllAround is really special for
us," Breeze
Managing
Editor Manny Rosa said. "It
Speirs
sends a message that we
have done a good job of not only
re-designing the paper's appearance, but
of also changing and expanding our coverage, which were two of our goals at the
beginning of the year."

The series of articles on former JMU
President Ronald Carrier's retirement in
the March 26,1998 issue of The Breeze won
for the best spot news reporting. The
judges said "the writers used their time
wisely in assembling [these stories). It is
obvious they did their research and did
appropriate interviews. The content is
concise and well-written.
Nice job."
Speirs said, "Putting
together the [Carrier
spread] was the most fun I
ever had at The Breeze."
The judges awarded
Crowley first place in the
Sports Column Writing and
Boucherle
said her articles were "highly
readable, had vivid prose and was [were]
well-organized. Her passion for sports
really comes through."
"After having professors mark me
down on papers for writing in a style
that's 'too conversational' in classes, it's
nice to know somebody likes to read my
stuff," Crowley said. "Now at least I
know all those endless hours spent memorizing sports facts as a kid instead of
doing homework weren't a complete
waste of time."
Boucherle's photography impressed
the judges in both the sports and feature
photography competition. "What a talent!" they wrote. "Outstanding composition and contrast..."
"It's a great compliment," Boucherle
said. "Stuff like that makes me want to
keep taking pictures. It's a great honor to
receive such an award, especially only
being a sophomore. I've never entered
many contests, and to come in first is a
big deal."

Board votes to approve tuition changes
KELLY HANNON
& BRIAN WESTLEY
senior writers

'

The JMU Board of Visitors
agreed to reduce tuition and
mandatory fees for in-state
students by 7.5 percent for
1999-2000.

The reduction for in-state students was made possible because
of a state-mandated 20 percent
tuition cut for in-state students at
Virginia's public colleges and
universities for next year.
JMU reduced tuition by $390,
or 20.1 percent, lowering tuition
from $1,940 to $1,550.
However, tuition for out-ofstate students increased by $210.
Comprehensive fees, which
cover a wide range of campus
programs at JMU not related to
instruction, such as athletics and
recreation, will increase by $66,
lowering the net decrease to $324
for in-state students.
Comprehensive fees are being

increased by the university to
help pay for the cost of the new
academic CISAT building, which
could cost as much as $40 million, JMU President Linwood
Rose said.
Comprehensive fees aren't factored into the state's mandated
20 percent tuition cut.
Additionally, room and
board expenses will also
increase $174 for both in and
out-of-state students. Overall,
the cost for an in-state student
who lives on campus will
decrease by $150, or 1.6 percent.
The cost for out-of-state students who live on campus will
increase by $450, or 3.2 percent.
JMU's tuition costs are one
of the lowest in the state to
begin with, so the 20 percent
state-mandated reduction will
have less of an effect on JMU
students than it will at schools
with higher tuition expenses,
Rose said.
The board also discussed
JMU's $5.1 million budget

increase for next year.
Rose acknowledged that JMU
didn't get as much funding as it
had requested from the state, but
he said he was pleased with the
amount it received, considering
that this was a bi-ennium budget
year. Money is allocated for
institutions of higher education
every two years.
Institutions typically request
and receive more funding during
the first year. After the first year,
or a bi-ennium year, institutions
compete for the residual funding,
and is more difficult to secure
funding.
Charles King, vice president
of administration and finance,
said he was pleased with the
$925,000 allocated to hire new
faculty.
"That'll go a long way to fill
those 61 positions [JMU has permission to hire]," he said.
"I think that it's extremely
good for higher education to get
12 percent of a one billion budget
surplus," he said.

STEVE C.LAS&lstaff photographer

Henry Harrell, rector of the Board of Visitors, examines the meeting's schedule Friday. Tuition and fees for the 1999-2000 school
year were among the issues discussed.

King also said he was pleasantly surprised that JMU
received $800,000 in funding to
begin planning for the third academic building on the CISAT
campus.
He said JMU will employ

architects in July to begin designing of the new building.
Next year JMU will ask the
state for $20 million to fund construction costs.
see BOV page 15
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The Bluestone
The Yearbook of James Madison University

Applications available for the
1999-2000 Editorial Staff

Positions available:
Position descriptions available with applications.

Photo Director
Photographers' Assistant
Designer
Copy Editor
Student Life Editor
Classes Editor
Sports Editor
Organizations Editor
Campus Life Photographers
Sports Photographers
Organizations Photographers
Campus Life Writers
Sports Writers
'

Organizations Writers
Webpage Manager
Business Manager

Applications, cover letter and resume
due by 5 p.m. Friday April 9.
Questions? Call Leah, Wendy or Jeff at x6541
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1999
Elections for all positions in
the Stuaen t Governmen t
Association and the Honor
Council will be held
Wednesday, March 31 on the
commons, at UREC and in
Zone Showker Hall.

7

SGACANDIDATES

Austin Adams
Junior international
affairs major

Work to
improve relations
with the City of
Harrisonburg's
citizens, police,
Alcoholic
Beverage Control and City Council
• Create a JMU memorial service
to commemorate the lives of
current students and faculty who
pass away

Swansfjurg
Junior political science
major

SGA PRESIDENT
Matt Conrad

Take a proactive approach to
improving administration's concern
for students' opinions on
budgeting, housing, grading policy,
etc.

Sophomore political science major

Improve JMU's cultural
awareness with increased diversity
representation and scholarship
incentives
Better relationship between the
SGA and student body with
publicity and increasing the student
voice

Throw a May Day Ball on the
Quad, in honor of James and Dolley
Madison

Raise the quality of academic
advising, improve the quality of
service at the Health and
Counseling centers, bring back the
UPB movie channel

Increase campus
safety with
funding efforts for
lighting
improvements,
safety fixtures and
safety education

• Create a welcoming atmosphere for minority
recruitment, including faculty

• Current SGA position: College
of Arts and Letters Senator

Scrutinize our high student fees
Current SGA position: At-large Senator

Current SGA position: Secretary

SGA VICE PRESIDENT
Heather Herman
Junior marketing major

• Begin Student Legal Defense Fund, designed to inform and protect students of their legal rights
• Work for more spaces in the upcoming parking deck for students
• Educate groups and organizations on the contingency account
Current SGA position: Director of Class Governments

SCA TREASURER
Steve Moss

Mike Parris

Sophomore finance major

Sophomore quantitative finance major

• Make sure that all SGA funds are distributed
to student organizations who need them
• Continue to pressure administration and the
legislature for adequate funding
• Launch a letter writing campaign to get students to pressure
their legislators to support additional funding for JMU

• Ensuring equitable and responsible allocation
of student fees to clubs and organizations
Increased student in/olvement in academic
policy
Reform of criteria concerning contingency allocations
Current SGA position: At-large Senator

• Begin town hall meetings with SGA and students to allow
students to give their opinions, ideas and complaints
Current SGA position: Gifford Hall Senator
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MADISON
MANOR
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Two & three
bedroom
apartments

Tennis
Courts &
Fireplaces

The
Place
to Be!

Swimming
Pool&
Basketball
Court

Contact
Sterling
to find out
more!

434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates, REALTORS
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SGACANDIDATES

Mike
Flaherty

Through the use of SGA TV, e-mail,
sandwich boards on the commons, and help
from resident advisers and hall directors,
students will be able to take a proactive role
in SGA, instead of reading about events
and legislation after they happen
Current SGA position: Eagle Hall

9

1999
Lauren
Weiss

SCA SECRETARY
Kristen Vetri

Freshman history major

Challenge students to
elect officials that reflect
their everyday lives,
whether they be Greek, a minority, an
athlete, or just a normal student not
involved in clubs and organizations

Monday, March 29, 1999

Freshman political science
major

Sophomore political science major

Instill tradition

Increase communication between the
Financial Aid Office and the students

Create more academic scholarships
• Have the students be able to use the
percentage of the new parking deck the
students paid for

Begin a Council of Presidents for all
club and organization presidents and send
out a flyer will information about every
organization on campus

Increase communication between the
SGA and the students with a SGA
newsletter

Current SGA position: At-large Senator

• Current SGA position: Frederikson Hall
Senator

HONOR COUNCIL CANDIDATES

HONOR COUNCIL PRESIDENT
Jon Higgins

Erik Wolfe

Sophomore management major

Junior marketing major

• Allow students to directly report violations of the
Honor Code

• Work with the JMU Admissions Office to get an honor
related essay on the application

• Simplify the deliberation process of all Honor Council

• Establish an extensive Honor System education
program during freshmen orientation

hearings

• Develop and assess opportunities for Academic Integrity Week (Honor
Awareness Week),hold public forums to clarify and analyze the system

• Increase student education of the Honor System to reduce the number of
Honor Code violations

• Develop a more organized and accountable system for general, as well
as executive meetings, create a committee to work with executive
members to develop formal by-laws to supplement the Honor Code, and
implement a uniform system for running council meetings

HONOR COUNCIL VICE PRESIDENT
Avneet Hundal

Katie McDonough

Sophomore kinesiology major

Sophomore international affairs major

• Get involved in campus
• Campus wide education of the Honor Code for
students, faculty and various clubs and organizations
Extend education to incoming freshmen
• Begin working with other universities and plan a conference where
various schools come together to ask questions and share ideas

• Increase student and faculty education of Honor Code
and System through forums, orientation media
presentation, a class for academic credit that discusses the
Honor Code and increased department presentations
Organize a formal evaluation of Honor System that would allow for
feedback of the new system. Develop changes that need to be made
• Make changes that would allow for a more capable and proficient method
in determining penalties and carrying out the deliberation process

10
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SWANSBURG
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*

*

Sii\ PRESIDENT

Check out what he has in store for JMU:
Increased campus safety with lighting
improvements & safety education
*

*

*

Improved cultural awareness with increased
diversity enrollment & scholarship incentives
Increase the student voice (because you
pay to go to JMU!)
Better relationship between the SGA & the student
body (including better publicity & advertisement of
SGA responsibilities & accountability)

PLEASE VOTE ON
The commons, UREC, Zane Showker
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SMAD changes to ride out crowded wave
SMAD, from page 1

together with input from other
SMAD faculty. The committee
usually meets only when
necessary to discuss course
proposals or review curriculum
once or twice a year. During the
formation of these curriculum
changes, the committee met up to
twice a week during the
revisement period, Curriculum
Committee Chair Charles Turner
said.
"Curricular changes were an
overall adjustment planned for
this year before the admission
crisis," Turner said. "It became
necessary to cooperate the two
together."
The introductory courses
■should help weed out students
who become disinterested in the
major before they have to take six
credits. They will also serve as a
review process to look at the
students' progress, Johnson said.
Several students weighed in
on the changes.
Jennifer Hawkins, a freshman
SMAD major, said she became a
major by indicating it on her
application to JMU.
"It sounds like the changes are
going to be a good thing for
students,' she said. "Someone
who takes the introductory
courses will be able to decide if
this is what they really want to
do."
Senior SMAD major Steve
Cusek said, "I guess [the changes]
are a pretty good idea. There is

spring. If a student is applying to
SMAD in the second semester of
their junior year and doesn't get
accepted, they're going to be in
trouble, Johnson said.
"There are some implications,"
he said.
There are about 700 majors,
including
freshmen
and
graduating seniors.
This year, about 30 students
applied for the major and 10
students were accepted, Johnson
said.
Limited faculty, funding, space
and computers within the major
has created a problem for the
department, he said.
"We hope this will control
enrollment," Johnson said. Last
January, 120 new freshmen
declared SMAD as their major, by
May, 150 new students had
declared, he said.
The competency test contains
several sections including English
grammar, English usage, a timed
writing sample, basic computer
knowledge and basic multimedia
design concepts. Each component
will be taught in SMAD 101.
SMAD 200, 200L and 300 have
been restructured and replaced
with SMAD 101, 102 and 305
respectively, according to the
SMAD web page.
The Curriculum Committee,
composed of five faculty
members, put these courses

probably a good number of
students in the major who are
unsure if it is what they want to
do. It's good to.have a pre-major
so people can be sure that SMAD
is what they want to do."
Cusek, who is also a lab
assistant for the SMAD computer
labs, often sees the labs crowded.
"We don't have enough
facilities," he said. "This might
be better for the department."
Junior
Michael
Olson

You can only fit
so much into a
container — that's
>>
our problem.
George Johnson
SMAD director

attempted to become a SMAD
major this year and was turned
down.
"I don't think it will help," he
said of the changes. "It sounds
like much more of a commitment
to take all of the tests and only be
able to apply in the spring
semester."
The 1997-'98 ratio of students
to faculty within the SMAD
major is 18.5 to 1, according to
Office of Institutional Research
1997-'98 statistical summary.
SMAD's ratio has been on a

steady rise since the 1993-'94
school year when the ratio was
13.1 to 1. In 1994-'95 the ratio
jumped to 16.0 to 1; back down to
15.2 to 1 in 1995-'% and then to
16.4 to 1 in 1996-'97 before the
current, and highest, ratio.
"You can only fit so much into
a container — that's our
problem," Johnson said. "With
the admission policy, we can
control the number of students
coming in."
Anthony-Seeger
Hall,
completed in 1958, houses
classrooms and offices for SMAD
and the School of Speech
Communication. Anthony-Seeger
has an auditorium that seats 228
students, according to the 1997'98 Undergraduate Catalog.

The building has five
general purpose classrooms, no
class laboratories and four
open labs, said Rosemary
Brenner, a JMU statistical
analyst. A 'class lab' is termed
as either a science or computer
lab that is heavily scheduled
and is only occasionally
available to the student body.
An 'open lab' is one that is not
formally scheduled for classes,
but may be, occasionally,
Brenner said,
The SMAD program also
shares Anthony-Seeger with
another college experiencing
growth problems, the school of
Speech Communication. SCOM
had 208 students as majors as of

1998, according to Institutional
Research statistics. The latest
head
count within
the
department, taken only weeks
ago, finds 437 SCOM majors.
"We've increased approximately
150 percent in the past year and
our resources have not increased
accordingly," Eve McMahon,
head of the department, said.
The department enacted a 2.5
minimum GPA for students
interested in becoming a major or
minor excluding the 1998-'99
freshman class on Feb. 18. "We
obviously
regret
any
inconvenience it places on
students interested in the major,"
McMahon said.
Jane Halonen, head of the
school of psychology, which has
the highest number of majors on
campus, said the school also has
enrollment problems.
"We do have problems
[acommodating majors], in part
because it is a very popular
major," Halonen said. "We are
pleased that it is popular and are
discussing ways to acommodate
students."
Halonen is new to JMU this
year, coming from a women's
college in Wisconsin which had
"very poor resources,"she said.
"I think trying to figure out
how to distribute resources in
both the short term and long
term is clearly an objective I see
JMU moving toward," she said.
"I'm not sure we are there yet."

Lemish to exit after project AIDS Walk raises $7,000
LEMISH, from page 1

relationship with JMU," Rose
said.
Lemish would not comment
on the current search for a new
athletic director.
Rose said the pre-planning
and feasibility studies aren't
necessarily signals that JMU
will be moving to Division I-A
football in the near future.
"I don't think it makes sense
to say we're going Division I
today or tomorrow," Rose
said. "We want to dominate

our division first, so we can
declare our movement from a
position of strength."
After Lemish announced
on Jan. 6 he was retiring from
the position of athletic director,
Rose appointed an interim athletic director, Tom Martin, the
men's head soccer coach, on
Feb. 19. Rose also appointed a
search committee to conduct a
national search for the athletic
director position.
King said the committee is
going to analyze the pool of
applicants and make a recom-

POUCE LOG, from page 2
the owners of the bar and grill
requested the assistance of JMU
police in locating the student.
The student was reportedly
located on Greek Row and
agreed to pay for repairs to the
building
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole $250 cash and a
credit card from a wallet a faculty
member lost in A-lot on March
23 between 6:30 and 8 am.
The faculty member canceled
the credit card before it had been
used by anyone.

mendation to Rose as to the
best candidate. "We hope to
start the process the first week
in April," King said. "Our goal
is to by the first of May invite
some candidates to campus."
King was unsure as to how
many applicants would be
considered. "It could be as
many as five or six, or as few
as two or three. It just depends
on the pool of applicants," he
said. "We'll receive feedback
from the various constituencies on campus and make a
recommendation to Dr. Rose."

• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stole a computer from
the South Main Street Bookstore
Annex on Nov. 11.1998.
The computer was discovered
missing from storage. The time
the computer was found missing
was not disclosed.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stole four wheel covers
from a vehicle in Z-lot between
March 23 at 10:45 p.m. and
March 24 at noon.
The wheel covers are valued
at $320.
Petty Larceny
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole products from a

AIDS WALK, from page 1
the walkers made their way to downtown Harrisonburg on South Main
Street. The walkers then made their
way back to Godwin Field.
Members of Alpha Sigma Tau
provided motivation along the way
to inspire walkers by using signs and
cheers.
As the walkers shuffled along at
their own pace, they also received
honks of encouragement from passing cars.
One of the walkers, sophomore
Erin Leddy, said she decided to

vending machine in Hoffman
Hall between March 22 at 11
p.m. and March 23 at 7:29 a.m.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole $112 from a
wallet left in an unlocked and
unattended room in Chappelear
Hall on March 22 at 10:30 a.m.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole four PlayStation
games, a PlayStation controller
and $28 in quarters on March 18
between 9:15 and 10 a.m. from
a room in Hanson Hall while the
resident of the room was asleep
in the suite.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly stole an employee
hang tag from an unlocked car in

the Godwin parking lot between
March 24 at 8 a.m. and March
25 at 8 a.m.
Reproduction of Operators
License
• Leonid L. Perskii, 19, of
Fairfax, was arrested and
charged on March 24 with
reproduction of a Virginia's
operator's license.
Handicapped Hang Tag
Violation
• Leonid L. Perskii, 19, of
Fairfax, was arrested and
charged on March 24 with a
handicapped hang tag violation.

attend the walk because, "The least I
can do is walk a few miles for a good
cause."
Alpha Phi Omega Service Chair
Jennifer Morse said she and 20 other
fraternity members came to the AIDS
Walk to show support for the organizations who sponsored the event and
to support the cause of fighting
AIDS, a disease that still has deadly
ramifications all over the world.
Junior Kathleen Houser, Alpha
Sigma Tau's philanthropy chair and
co-chair of the event, said she hopes
the AIDS^Walk will become an annual event.
Possession of Stolen
Property
• Leonid L. Perskii, 19, of
Fairfax, was arrested and
charged on March 24 with two
counts of possession of stolen
property.
Fire Alarm
• A plastic ice tray that came
into contact with a stove burner
inadvertently turned on causing
smoke, activating a fire alarm in
Garber Hall on March 25 at 2:23
a.m.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 27:95
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WANTED

The ONLY p/ \e to shop
is galaxy!
for

Peer Instructors

$H FOR YOUR MUSIC
MO's OF QUALITY USED
CD's: $8 OR LESS!

FAST

TheB rceze

I SPECIAL OR

Are you interested in helping
your peers get themselves on
the right track? Become a
Peer Instructor in the
Academic Success Program!

HVICt!

es • World • Jazz
hildren's Music
lassicak* Local Artists

try Fo

CDi • LPi • VINYL
CASSETTES • BOOKS
MAGAZINES • T-SHIRTS
ACCESSORIES IMOREI

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
www.plan9mu8ic.com

THANI< YOU!
The staff of Information Systems
and the Integrated Information
Systems project would like to
thank our student employees for
a job well done!

ApRll JOI INSON

Instructors are trained to
provide academic assistance
to peers. Training will include,
but is not limited to: Notetaking, Stress Management,
Test-Taking, Time Management
and Reading strategies.
This position will afford you
the opportunity to gain
experience with others. __
For an application contact
Tamara in Academic Advising
and Career development
Wilson 301, x8175

KATIE MILIER
HUINC,

Nquyi

HElpiNG MAklNG THE NEW STUdEINT
INFORMATION SySTEM A REAllTy!

IN

$$PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE$$
Application deadline is
Monday, April 5,1999
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U.S. plane shot down, pilot rescued
NATO will broaden and intensify bombing campaign against Yugoslavia
TVLER MARSHALL
& JOHN-THOR DAHBURG
The Los Angeles Times
U.S. forces staged a stunning rescue
of a downed American pilot early
Sunday, six hours after his F-117A Stealth
fighter crashed during NATO airstrikes
over Yugoslavia, the Pentagon said.
"I am happy to report the pilot has
been rescued and is safe at an allied
base," Defense Department spokesman
Kenneth Bacon said at the Pentagon. "He
and the combat search-and-rescue team
that picked him up are all safe."
The Stealth fighter landed in flames
about 30 miles west of Belgrade, the
Yugoslav and Serbian capital, around 10
p.m. local time, according to Yugoslav
officials. .
Bacon declined to identify the pilot or
provide any details of the rescue effort,
saying that to do so might compromise
future rescue attempts. Although
Yugoslav officials claimed that the aircraft was shot down by Serbian air
defenses, Bacon said the cause of the
crashremaihed uncertain.
"That's something we'll learn when
we interview him," Bacon said of the
pilot. "This plane was reported missing
at about 3 p.m. (EST). From that time
until the moment we learned the pilot

was safe, we concentrated on nothing but address to the nation, said the reports of hours ending late Friday, focusing mainrescuing the pilot. It is premature to spec- continued Serbian attacks on Albanian ly on targets in Kosovo and the Serbian
ulate now on what made the plane civilians should only stiffen America's cities of Nis and Belgrade.
crash."
commitment to end the killing in Kosovo.
• Yugoslavia's air forces violated the
While the rescue of the pilot provided "That is all the more reason for us to stay "no-fly" zone over Bosnia-Herzegovina
an unexpectedly upbeat ending to an oth- the course,"' Clinton said.
for a second consecutive day, sending a
erwise unsettling day for the allies, the
"We must, and we will, continue until helicopter across the border into territoloss of an aircraft that embodies some of Serbia's leader, Slobodan Milosevic, ry patrolled by U.S. troops with the
the world's most advanced military hard- accepts peace or we have seriously dam- international stabilization force, or
ware not only tar^^^^^^^^^^^^ aged his capacity SFOR, spokesman Cmdr. David Scanlon
nishes the image of
a
to make war."
said in Sarajevo, the Bosnian capital.
"It retreated to (Yugoslav) airspace
NATO invincibiiiWe must continue until • A senior State
Department offi- before it could be intercepted," Scanlon
ty, it could jeoparcial in Washington said, noting that SFOR has reminded the
dize highly secret Serbias leader accepts
U.S. defense techsuggested that the Belgrade government and armed forces
current turmoil in that the peacekeeping forces in Bosnia
nology,
peace or until we have
Kosovo
could "remain ready and capable of addressThe crash of the
eventually gener- ing any threat to peace in this country."
stealth fighter seriously damaged his
ate as many as • Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin,
came only hours
y,
500,000 refugees, sent a letter of support to Milosevic,
after
NATO capacity to make war.
or roughly one- while popular anger about NATO's
announced that it
will broaden and
Bill Clinton fourth of the bombing of Yugoslavia continued to boil
Presidcnt
intensify its air
province's popula- • in Russia. In an emergency session of the
campaign against
tion.
Duma, the lower house of parliament,
Yugoslavia. It further darkened an • The White House denied knowledge Russian deputies made heated calls to
already gloom-filled day dominated by of a published report of a "forced march" send arms to Yugoslavia.
Earlier in the day, the decision to
sketchy but chilling accounts that Serbian in which a refugee column consisting of
security forces might have embarked on a
15,000 to 20,000 ethnic Albanians was escalate the airstrikes came after Clinton
rampage of ethnic cleansing of Kosovo proceeding through central Kosovo conferred with European leaders amid
Albanian civilians. A year-long civil war under the control of Serbian security deepening concern that the mission
launched four days before to force
in the separatist Serbian province has left forces.
thousands dead, mostly civilians.
• In Brussels, Belgium, military sources Milosevic to halt ethnic cleansing in
In other developments Saturday:
reported that despite bad weather, Kosovo might be having exactly the
• President Clinton, in his weekly radio NATO aircraft flew 249 sorties in the 24 opposite effect.

Students get involved
locally, not globally
AROLYN BARTA
Knighl-Ridder Newspapers
A cartoon in the student newspaper
at Southern Methodist University shortly
before the November election lampooned a sorority girl being reminded to
vote. "Don't be silly," the cartoon cc
replied. "Homecoming isn't for another
two weeks."
At the University of Texas, student
Cecilia Conti recently explained to a
reporter why she wandered away from a
student union TV during Gov. George
W. Bush's inauguration: "Not to be rude,
but I'm not into government."
Typical attitudes on college campuses
today? Hardly. While partisan politics
hold little attraction for collegians, interviews on some Texas campuses show
that doesn't mean students are uninvolved or disinterested.
Two and three decades ago, campuses were a hotbed of anti-Vietnam War
demonstrations, civil-rights activism and
anti-establishment protests. College students saw politics as a way to change the
world.
Today, they would rather work for
changes in their campus community.
"If they think there is a direct effect
on them, they get involved," said
Michael Mulcahy, editor of UT's Daily
Texan.
Annie Holand, UT student govern-

ment president, said students are "politically active but in a different sense."
"It may not mean holding rallies and
marching on the Capitol, but working in
different ways with legislators, the
administration and with each other to
see that issues are addressed and problems are solved," she said.
U UT, that has meant student government working with the administration to reopen the university tower,
closed almost 25 years because of a
sniper attack and suicides, or students
seeking ways to increase diversity after
the Hopwood decision barred racial
preferences in admissions.
Sure, there are groups involved in
global issues, such as the Free Tibet
Society whose followers at SMU are
planning a benefit concert to raise student awareness about Tibet.
But, Holand said: "Typically students
tend to be interested in issues that are
going to affect their everyday life, such
as tuition raises, financial aid and affirmative-action issues."
Memorial Student Center director Jim
Reynolds said students at Texas A&M
are more interested in attending programs "to expand their knowledge and
personal understanding" than trying to
"promote issues."
Students today generally are more
conservative and more career-oriented
than those 20 years ago, said UT Vice
President James Vick.

NIKKI RKF.IVstaffphi/luf-ruphfr
I

WALKING TO/FIGHT AIDS: Chilly temperatures and overcast skies didn't keep nearly
900 students from waking up early on Saturday morning to walk in the fight against
AIDS. The AIDS Walk raised between $6,500 and $7,000 for Camp Heatland and
the Valley AIDS Network. See related story (front page).

Foul-mouthed prof, sues
An English professor who was suspended from teaching at Macomb
Community College because of his use of
foul language in class is suing to be reinstated.
John Bonnell, who has taught for 32
years at the school, argues that his civil
rights and freedom of speech were violated when he was suspended and placed
under a gag order. His federal lawsuit,
filed March 10, seeks unspecified damages.
The school investigated Bonnell after a
female student complained in November

about his use of vulgarities and swear
words in class.
Bonnell's attorney said the language his
client used was within the context of
course lectures that included discussion of
President Clinton's affair with Monica
Lewinsky and a criminal case involving
necrophilia and gender chauvinism in the
Catholic Church of the Middle Ages.
Bonnell's lewd comments were neither
directed at individual students nor spoken
in general conversation, the attorney said.
— College Press Exchange
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Mudd Catt Jones
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a cappella groups
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bouncy-boxing

Olde Mill Village
located at 11A South Ave.

(540) 432-9502 °

Still Available!
Olde Mill Village still has one full unit available, as well as spaces for individuals.
Get off campus, into the real world with a spacious, fully furnished apartment
with large closets, washer and dryer, refrigerator with ice-maker, microwave and more!

For advertising rates call

568-6127
/LU\yj
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•BOOKH

Register to
win a FREE CD
every week!
The
Bookstore
is giving away
a free CD every
week from npw
until summer
break. It's
our way of
saying
THANK YOU
for a great year!
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Lease now and get
$50 back! or Get a Double Bed!
Pedal on the level - no lulls to
■climb or interstate to cross
Only Jour blocks to campus
Energy efficient hem pumps
Mini-blinds on all window s
Stain resistant wall-to-wall
carpeting
Paved parking spaces
■ I're-wived for telephone
fi lephone <& cable outlets in

PINDST U
COWAIU

• Deadbolt locks and door
viewers on all apt\
No sliding patio doors
Well-lit parking lots and
walkways
• Convenient bus service to
campus oud the Valley Mall
• Full-time management ami
maintenance
• Basketball court
• Park at your apartmeutnot blocks away

E\clusi\ c \ I (
('ommunications . \delphia
pin kage including:
• Individual accounts
• J\ll Metwork \ct ess
iw Ethernet ('ardl
• I a id and Long
Distance phone service
ifree voice mail ami
call w aitingl

(540)432-9502

check out our NEW web site at: www.oldemillvillage.coiTi
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BOV discusses tuition

BOV, from page 5

"Typically, when the state gives you
planning money, you get construction,"
King said.
In addition to budgetary issues, Rose
mentioned recent praise JMU's General
Education program has received from
members of SCHEV, the state council for
higher education of Virginia.
Doug Brown, vice president for academic affairs, said members of SCHEV
said JMU's General Education program
was "among the two or three very well-

run programs in the state." Brown said
SCHEV said that JMU is on the "cutting
edge" of higher education general education programs and are a model for the
nation.
Conrad Helsley, member of the JMU
Board of Visitors, stated in his report on
education and student life that a proposal
has been submitted to the University
Council by the SGA to make Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr, Day a university holiday
beginning Jan. 2001.
Helsley recognized in his report the

efforts of SGA President Tim Emry. His
report quoted Mark Warner, vice president of student affairs, as having said
Emry was "the most diligent SGA president they've had in years."
Helsley also said construction will
begin on the new alumni center this summer, with the dedication tentativly scheduled for September 2000. The board also
elected junior public administration major
Emily Couch as the board's student member for next year. She will serve on the
board from July 1,1999 until June 30,2000.

Leaders meet to combat drinking
OLLEGE PRESS
EXCHANGE
wire service
Three university presidents
credited with trying innovative programs to fight binge
drinking among students told
a national meeting of attorneys
general that they are determined to redefine what college
students consider socially
acceptable behavior.
Among those speaking at
the March 24 meeting was
Michigan State University
President Peter McPherson,
whose campus has strengthened its anti-alcohol abuse

message during student orientation, tightened its penalties
for intoxicated students who
commit crimes off campus and
begun a "safe ride" program
for students who have had too
much to drink.
The university also scheduled round-table discussions
with local bar owners — a
group of whom have decided
to stop having "specials" that
offer students alcohol at
cheap prices.
McPherson said he's bent
on making binge drinking as
taboo as drunken driving.
"There has been a shift, and
society is beginning to be will-

ing to do this," he said. "But
it's going to take time."
William Jenkins, chancellor of
Louisiana State University, and
Pennsylvania State University
President Graham Spanier also
spoke. Jenkins said campus
groups at his school are sponsoring more alcohol-free events,
while Spanier said officials at
Penn State are working hard to
ensure that some fraternities and
dormitories are alcohol-free.
The trio said they're not
trying to eradicate alcohol on
campus, but to encourage
those who drink to do so more
wisely. So far, Jenkins said he's
encouraged by the progress

he's seen at his school. Sixty
percent of LSU students recognize that excessive drinking on
campus is a problem compared to 44 percent three years
ago, he said.
There were 20 alcoholrelated deaths of students
nationwide in 1998. Among
those who died was Michigan
State student Bradley McCue,
who drank 24 shots on his
21st birthday.
Nearly one-half of all students engage in high-risk
binge drinking.
Alcohol is a factor in 40 percent of all academic problems
and 28 percent of all drop outs.

WXJM

MEET THE

CANDIDATES FORUM
TONIGHT
8 p.m.-10 p.m.
Questions? Call Marie Lyons at x6376
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Impatient senators should prioritize
Something unusual happened at
Tuesday's Student Government
Association meeting. No, it
wasn't the two hours of campaign
speeches given by the nine candidates running for SGA executive
offices. Sure, those were somewhat
strange, but then, stump speeches
always are because the candidates stand up promising
things they can't always deliver.
What was unusual is that
after the speeches, SGA
couldn't conduct any official
business because quorum was
called. According to SGA
bylaws, when a quorum is
called, two-thirds of the
Senate's voting members
must be present to continue with
official business. However, when
this happened, only 40 senators
were present — just short of the 44
needed to continue with business.
The meeting was dismissed. It
couldn't even be adjourned due to
the fact that no official votes could
be taken.
"It is extremely inappropriate
when a few people who can't stay
another 30 minutes hurt our ability
to be effective and to help the student body," SGA President Tim Emry

said at' the end of the meeting, according to the March 25 issue of The Breeze,
We couldn't agree more. There are
a few problems here. The Highlands
Room was a packed house during
the speeches. It was only after SGA
stopped for a short break that senators ran for their lives — and from

ed early to go campaigning. But we
ask which is more important: getting your name out there to be elected or doing your duty in your current elected office? While the former
act could determine the makeup of
SGA for the 1999-2000 school year,
the latter is definitely more important. Each and every candidate
should have stayed at the
meeting until it was adjourned
. . . their campaigning could
have waited. The business
of the SGA is more impor-

"Every senator who
left
f
because they didn t want
to sit through any more

of this meeting should be !h"n IVuesdVy evening d0yf

ashamed of themselves." "ffiS1^ senator who
their responsibilities. SGA had a full
agenda planned, but because there
wasn't a quorum, an entire evening
was wasted.
Every senator who left because
they didn't want to sit through any
mo.re of this meeting should be
ashamed of themselves. We're
appalled that some people can't perform the primary duty for which
they were elected,
Even some SGA executive board
candidates — who are senators this
year — were among those who exit-

left should rethink their priorities — if they can't stay at a long
meeting, can they really run the SGA?
Mr. Emry was angry following
the meeting, as well he should be.
As far as we're concerned, he
should make it one of his last acts as
president to upbraid and punish
any senator who prematurely left
the meeting.
We're just glad to see that Mr. Emry
and 39 other senators had the decency to stay and do their jobs, despite
the fact that the meeting went a little
longer than was expected.

Topic: How do you feel about the U.S.'s involvement in NATO air strikes?

CAMPUS

SPOTLIGHT

STEVE JANZEN/comribuiing photographer

"I think they
made a hell of a
mistake [getting
involved]. '

Gen Yamaguchi
sophomore, undeclared

"If the United
States thinks it's
necessary, [they
should] go for
it."

Shannon Jones
freshman, biology

"The U.S. should
think about [how
tluru are] abusing
military powers.
[They] need to
consider another
way out!"
Tomomi Shiraishi
senior, social work

"I'm
very
uninformed. I'd
like to have lieard
more [about the
situation]."

Kendra Lane
freshman, sociology
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Never underestimate Mother Nature
One student battles the elements in order to return to JMU after spring break
When I started writing this column
it was going to be a defense of
spending spring break at home.
Emphasizing the need for some sound
rest and a solid week of detox as well as
the benefits of free food and accommodations, I planned on showing that a break
at home, while not the most exciting, is
far from the nightmare that some make it
out to be.
I even had some funny quips to include
regarding my mother's newfound obsession with the Tae Bo workout series, my
sister's complaints of abdominal pains
after eating WOW! potato chips and my
own brave attempt to sit through an entire
episode of the "New Hollywood Squares."
However, instead of writing about
this topic, my own impatience and poor
reasoning have turned this column into
a warning: never underestimate
Mother Nature.
As spring break was winding down
and my days in New Jersey came to a
close, reports of a horrible winter storm
tearing up the East Coast started to run
rampant. With significant snowfall guaranteed, a friend from home heeded the
warning and left for his Virginia school a
day early. Unfortunately, I didn't make the
same decision.
Lured into staying home by a final

homemade meal and the NBA on NBC, I They knocked on my door mistaking me
decided that such precautions were wholly for one of their stranded brethren.
unnecessary. 1 scoffed at the local meteorolSomething about the absurdity of my
ogist and dared the inclement weather to personal hell still allowed me to acknowlkeep me from getting back to JMU on time. edge the humor behind what was happenThe weather,won. Once 1-81 dropped ing and not get too angry, but this ended
down to about 25 mph and staying on the with the impromptu accordion concert
road became more challenging than hav- that started outside of my door and didn't
ing a good time
end for two
on Greek Row, I
hours. With a
was forced to
pillow over my
spend $40 on a
head I finally
room
at a
drifted to bed,
Travelodge in
my ears still
— Michael Olson
Carlisle,
Pa.
filled with the
Scrambling to
muffled sounds
get a room, I found myself contending of a shrill polka and the hum of the plows
with two marooned bus loads of Horida- on the Pennsylvania Turnpike.
bound senior citizens.
Still, my experience wasn't totally
As you can imagine, my fun was just awful. Having so much time on my hands
beginning. The relaxing evening that I had did allow me to get some revenge on my
planned quickly became a nightmare that I rowdy elderly neighbors.
could not escape.
The snow was great for packing so I
I could handle my dinner of a bag of was able to take out my anger on grandMunchos and half a pack of cigarettes. I ma and grandpa with a few of my
could handle the fact that only C-Span and patented fastballs.
Also, knock and runs on their doors
the Food Network came in clearly on the
television. But I was in no way prepared provided some enjoyment, as their deteriofor the seniors. Hurled into some alternate rating motor skills and sluggish reaction
universe, these rambunctious old-timers time made it impossible for them to catch
kept me awake all hours of the night.
me. These devious acts weren't enough to
They sang and danced in the hallways. get my mind off of my hasty decision, but

Breeze Reader's View

DARTS
PATS

Darts & Pats are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

boy did they help make time fly.
Needless to say, I didn't worry about
the next morning's complimentary continental breakfast, but instead hurried back
onto the highway. With the roads cleared, I
made a relaxing return to Harrisonburg,
but the experience of that Sunday night
still haunts me.
Considering that I made it back in one
piece and didn't miss any classes in the
process, my harrowing tale might not
seem so traumatizing. Still, everyone can
identify with the feeling of being stranded
and knows just how awful it can be. In my
case, however, I have learned my lesson.
I pledge to no longer mock cold fronts
bearing down on me. I will no longer
assume that my driving skills will be
enough to get me through the hazards that
Mother Nature has to offer, for she has
shown me that her power is infinite and
her wrath substantial.
Similarly, I will never again accuse
those who take necessary precautions of
being overly paranoid or downright cowardly. Mother Nature showed me that my
unwarranted cockiness can only lead to
disappointment and frustration.
It will be a cold day before I put myself
into a similar situation. Senior citizens are
just too scary.
Michael Olson is a junior English major.

/ fl I...

A "thanks-for-coming-to-lunch" pat to Linwood
Rose for making an appearance at D-hall during the
hectic lunch rush.
Sent in by students who appreciate seeing their
president on campus.

Dart...

Dart...

Dart...

An "are-you-really-that'hurt?" dart to the football
player in the Village with the prime parking space.
Sent in by concerned students who wonder why
you have a handicapped tag but no limp.

A "you're-a-sexist-pig" dart to my roommate who
refers to all women as 'broads.'
Sent in by a student who thinks there are more
creative ways to describe women.

A "don't-be-so-territorial" dart to the women's
club tennis coach who kicked a friend and me off
the tennis courts and told us to move to Godwin.
Sent in by a student who wonders why the club
team doesn 7 practice at Godwin.

Pat-

Dart...

An "I-am-so-grateful" pat to Jason, the Showker
computer lab assistant, who stayed with me an hour
after his shift ended to post my resume' on a web site.
Sent in by a marketing major who will owe you a
lot of money someday.

A "learn-some-basic-communication-skills" dart
to people who have to use The Breeze to talk to their
roommates.
Sent in by a student who is sick ofwhiny people
trying to fix their problems in print instead of
actually talking to the person face-to-face.

Pat.
A "thanks-for-the-ride" pat to Campus Police for
giving me a ride to class from Godwin.
Sent in by a student who is thankful you literally
went the extra mile.

p
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American, Greek, Italian Cuisine
S/lpril Specials

Daily JpeciaL

Prime Rib $8.95
Dinner "Bonus" 8 p.m.- 9 p.m.
ABC on

Mon.-Fri. 11a.m. till 10 p.m.
Sat. 7a.m.- 10 p.m.
Sun. 7 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Breakfast Sat. & Sun. 7 a.m. till Noon

Chaster
^Dinner

5-9 p.m.
Buy dinner get second dinner
(of equal or less) for 1/2 price

1580 S. Main St.
540-574-4949

Visit us at our website

WWW.OFFCAMPUSHOUSING.COM
for your housing needs!
Funkhouser & Associates
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT INC.

CONDOMINIUMS & TOWNHOMES
$230 - $260 Per Month
High-Speed Ethernet via Campus Net
Direct TV-5

HBO$ ESPN 2 ComedyCentral Sou,hPar

'

'

+ 50 Channels

(

Closest Complex to JMU

434-5150
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Committee sought to form the
Student Legal Defense Fund
To the editor
My name is Heather Herman and I am seeking the
position of SGA vice president. There are many things I
want to accomplish as vice president next year, but I am
writing this letter today to share one specific idea that I
have for the university. The program is called the Student
Legal Defense Fund (SLDF).
Unfortunately, many of us have had to or know someone who has dealt with the law at some point during
their college careers.
Many students don't understand their rights or the
importance of having legal representation when it comes
to these unfortunate situations. I want to ensure that
every student will have the opportunity to seek such
advice and have a council to represent them.
What I plan to do is set up a pool of money that students would voluntarily pay into and be able to petition
for in the event they needed legal representation. The
funds would be regulated and distributed by a committee appointed yearly by the vice president on a case by
case basis.
This fund is not intended to condone illegal activity in
any manner. However, it is designed to protect and
inform students of their rights, assist those who would
otherwise be unable to afford legal representation and
also to represent those students who have been taken
advantage of by the law.
The committee would also serve as a resource for
every student on this campus. Many times students have

legal concerns or issues that they need assistance with.
This committee would be available for students to come
to in order to seek advice regarding legal issues.
This is something that I firmly believe is necessary for
the university. This policy and committee can become a
reality with your help and suggestions on the issue. I am
not petitioning for votes (I am running unopposed), I am
simply trying to get started on an idea that I plan to
implement next year.

I have designed a web site that explains this issue and
many others that 1 will be working on in the year ahead. I
am encouraging everyone to check this web site out
(www.heatherhernian.honie-page.org) and give me feedback
on this issue and more.
I will be looking for a steering committee to work on
this issue, so please contact me if you are interested in
seeing this program implemented.

Undergrads encouraged to vote in
this Wednesday's SGA elections
To the editor
With the campaign season for SGA in full swing, I am
launching one final campaign. While my term ends in
May with my graduation, I am campaigning for JMU students to get the vote out for this election.
Surprisingly, JMU has the highest voter turnout in
the state for our SGA elections. 1 also estimate that we
are in the top five percent of all schools nationwide.
However, despite that record, our turnout still hovers
around 17 percent.
Thus, I cannot be content with our current members
and I want to encourage all JMU undergrads to get out
and vote on Wednesday. I have a goal of 20 percent
turnout and I know that we are capable of it.
There are a lot of dedicated and passionate student
leaders running for office in this election and they need
your support. Voting is from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. on the commons, at Zane Showker and at UREC
The Student Government Association can only be
as effective as the student body who votes for them.
We need your support and I hope to see you out voting on Wednesday!

Heather M. Herman
junior
marketing
vice presidential candidate

TlmEmry
senior
political science
SGA President

t>o vou rSave an opinion voo want everyone efre to know about?
Write a (etter to trSe editor an4 publWze voar views.'

Think YouWe Pregnant?
Free and Confidentia
Pregnancy Test
Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center
close to campus

Call 434-7528
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2 Skinnee Js stir up Supermercado!
B

RIAN SHOWALTER
contributing writer

Well then, in case you are
not familiar with them, allow
me to introduce you to the 2
Skinnee J's. They have been
fiddling with music since the
early '90s, and their latest
release is called Supermercado!

EVIEW
Good luck trying to describe
this CD with one word or
phrase. 2 Skinnee J's uses a variety of ingredients for their recipe.
Their sound contains influences
from hip-hop, rap, funk, pop,
rock music and film scores.
The strength of the 2
Skinnee J's is their ability to
use instrumentation such as a
flowing bass line in "Mind
Trick" or a sexy trumpet in
"Organic Machine."
A catchy chorus is another
element of the music that
enhances 2 Skinnee J's sound.
PHOTO COURTKSY OK CAPRICORN RECORDS The best chorus on the album

is in the song, "The Best." It goes
like this: "Ain't nobody does it
better than J." This effect is visual as well as audible — when the
chorus kicks in, I get the image of
the band wearing tight buttonup shirts and bell-bottoms making their grand entrance.
Another characteristic of
Suvermercado! is the refusal of the
2 Skinnee J's to take themselves
seriously. Instead, a line from
"Organic Machine" explains, "We
are greater than the sum of our
parts." Most bands could not conceive of stating that about themselves, much less including it as a
lyric in one of their own songs!
A few subjects in the lyrics
include the Thundercats, Kool
Aid, E.T. and the saying,
"Shazam!" "Mind Trick* is a
song, complete with atmospheric aircraft sounds and Star Wars
laser bleeps from X-Wing fighters. The song is packed with
allusions to Star Wars, including
this lyric, "Chilling like Hoth,
they can't touch us with their
blasters/ We have learned from
the feet of the masters." •
Since their sound includes
elements of many musical genres, the 2 Skinnee J's appeal lasts

longer than other musicians who
are more one-dimensional.
Overall, Supermercado! is a
solid album. It sticks its tongue
out at the "I am famous, I am a
rock star; hear me roar" cloud of
transparent smoke that today's
musicians such as Third-Eye
Blind and Orgy emit.
The album could use more
musicianship, in other words,
more musical talent. The way
the album is layered makes up
some of the lost ground. The
stand-out tracks on the album,
such as "The Best," make the listener wish there were more
songs with a more memorable
chorus or explosiveness on the
band's part.
However, something can be
said for a band that has a sense of
humor and continues to attract
fans without the help of MTV and
most radio stations. The band
seems to address this issue in
"Pluto," by saying, "The immigrant's been left in the cold to grow
old and disintegrate/ Discriminate
against the distant and disclaim
this/ 'Cause shin's just a phase/
And my odyssey runs two-thousand and one ways."

Roots Falls together
LEX VESSELS
contributing writer

4

The Roots, long billed as
"alternative hip-hop," are facing
commercial success with their
latest effort, Things Tall Apart.
Taking its title from Chinua
Achebe's novel, The Roots
address how some parts of hiphop are falling apart, but as they
continue to innnovate, The
Roots display their musical and
lyrical cohesiveness.
/

EVIEW
The Roots, the tightest live
hip-hop band, show their musical prowess on Things. The seven
member band is led by emcees
Black Thought and Malik B., as
well as drummer Ahmir "?uestlove" Thompson. Other members include Rahzel, "the
Godfather of Noyze," a man
who can keep beats while making scratches and sound effects
with his mouth.
The first track, "Act Won
(Things Fall Apart)" addresses
what seems to be a trend in
black music. As in the case with
Rock and Jazz, two forms of
black created music, the liner

notes say that after black music
is created, it's "nurtured, elevated and abandoned."
'Table of Contents" is a twopart mike check with stripped
down beats and tight lyrics. One
notable song on Things Fall Apart
is "The Next Movement." The
neo-soul group, the Jazzy
Fatnastees, provides a hypnotic
background for the Black
Thought's lyrics: "Freeze, stand
still unless you're dealing with
the Next Movementi... You theatrical as a Broadway play, this
ain't Renti how many people
feeling this love music?"
Some of hip-hop's best
under-hyped emcees drop lyrics
with The Roots. Black Star's Mos
Def guests on "Double Trouble,"
where he and Black Thought tag
team the mic."
"Act Too (Love of My Life)," a
love song about hip-hop, features
Common. He questions the status
of how hip-hop has been abused
by Puff Daddy and others:
"Called in to Hype Williams/lost
her direction . . . her Daddy will
beat her eyes all Puff."
The apex of The Roots genius
comes on "You Got Me," a love
song. Longtime collaborator
Erykah Badu sings the bluestinged hook "If you were worried bout where/I been or who I
saw , or / what club I went to

with my homies, baby don't
worry, you know that you
got me-eee..."
Ruff Ryder's "Eve of
Destruction" guest raps in
this song about trust in relationships. Black Thought tells
the story of meeting an
"Ethiopian queen taking from
Philly taking classes abroad...
she said she loved my show
in
Paris/At
Elysee
Montmartre/And that I
stepped off the stage/And
took a piece of her heart." The
song ends with ?uestlove
drumming an out-of-time,
syncopated, jungle-like beat,
contrasting Badu's gorgeous
chorus about commitment.
Philadephia poet Ursula
Rucker who ends every Roots
album, reads a vivid, haunting
and brilliantly disturbing
poem, "Return to innocence."
It's about how Rucker's brother, though witnessing violence
as a child, hid his innocence in
machismo because of fear of facing his own life and how sadly his
innocence is "finally rediscovered
through death."
A hidden track follows
Rucker's poem, but you have to
listen to the poem to hear the song.
Things Fall Apart is a brilliant
album that has incredible music
and remains socially conscious.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MCA

The reason The Roots and others such as De La Soul and A
Tribe Called Quest have beenpigeonholed as "alternative hiphip," is because they continue to
innovate and stray from the status quo of what has become
"hip-hop."
The Roots demonstrate their
immense talent without suc-

cumbing to the typical rap braggadocio of telling how dope they
are, rather, they show you. On
this album you won't find tales
of how much Cristal they pop,
nor will you find catchy, madefor-radio samples.
You'll find originality and talent. This is the real, intelligent,
hip-hop.
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Benigni's 'Life' is
truly 'Beautiful'
RE NT BOWLES
DDBre
Breeze film critic

Foreign films are a tough sell to
audiences these days. It's hard enough
to find a casual moviegoer willing to sit
through a film longer than 100 minutes,
much less one where they're expected to
read subtitles.

E VI E W
****
Roberto Benigni's Oscar-winning
triumph "Life is Beautiful" is an even
greater rarity: a film that speaks in a
language that needs no subtitles. With
a fairy tale sense of humor and a sundried lyricism all but alien to
American cinema, Benigni's movie situates itself eloquently between its
seemingly incompatible poles: a
charming tale of the wooing of a
princess, the love between father and
son and the harsh reality of an
unspeakable atrocity. The result is a
motion picture of grace and beauty,
justly celebrated as a daring, individual and poetic achievement.
One of Italy's most celebrated performers (his rrippy 1991 comedy "Johnny
Steccino" is the country's highest grosser),
Benigni carries a disarming innocence
about him, which makes events in "Life is
Beautiful" all the more affecting. His glorious smile and sparkling eyes are positively infectious, making his antics
throughout the film as much touching as
they are amusing. Benigni's charming
performance, which earned him an Oscar,
is one of heartbreaking nimbleness; he
seems hardly the actor to manage the delicate balance of comedy and pathos on
which the success of "Life is Beautiful"
shakily rests, and yet he seems the only
person able to so honestly achieve it.
Benigni is a clown, but he's the one with
the white painted face and a brightly colored tear on one cheek.
His character, a klutzy waiter named
Guido who dreams of owning a bookstore, is knocked off his feet by Dora, a
beautiful schoolteacher played by
Benigni's real-life wif» Nicoletta Braschi.
Crying "buon giorno, principessa!,"
Guido decides she's The One, and despite
the fact that she's engaged, he proceeds to
ingeniously (and hilariously) woo her.
That's about as simple a love story as
you can get, and the series of vignettes
leading to its denouement are among
some of the funniest in any movie I can
recall. But when Germany occupies Italy
in the early 1940s, Guido's family is splintered and packed into box cars bound for
concentration camps (he and his son are
Jews, while Dora is not). Desperate to protect his child from the horrors around
him, Guido informs the boy that it's all
just a lavish game mounted for his birthday; the person with the most points wins
a tank, and you lose points by crying, asking for your mother, or corriplaining that
you're hungry.

"Life is Beautiful" treads an extremely
fine line. It's not fluff that makes light of
horror, nor is it a horrific drama attempting a little levity here and there. Although
many critics and organizations denounce
the film as monumentally disrespectful to
the dead, Benigni simply approaches the
matter from a daringly askew angle, one
which seems to our conceited historical
eye unconscionably bright.
The balance that Benigni and Vincenzo
Cerami's screenplay manages to capture
and maintain for two hours, is something
truly universal. You could easily remove
the subtitles from "Life is Beautiful," and
it wouldn't be too difficult a task to
understand precisely what's taking place.
In Benigni's eyes (and I would argue he's
exactly right) it takes the vision of a clown
to observe that almost unattainable point
at which comedy and tragedy intermingle; through Benigni's vision, the story
celebrates humor as one of the last ways
life could somehow remain beautiful for
the millions consigned to Nazi extermination camps. Benigni never attempts to
trivialize events with Caricatures; rather,
he gently gives us a character who will
fight to protect his family no matter the
obstacle. Those offended by "Life is
Beautiful" might do well to examine just
how little difference exists between the
ingenuity of Guido and, for example,
Oskar Schindler.
In Benigni's direction (for which he
also received an Oscar nomination) lies a
great deal of respect that might to some
seem absent from his performance.
Aesthetically speaking, Italian film still
works from the neorealism that directors
like Bernardo Bertolucci and Vittorio
DeSica brought to postwar world cinema.
"Life is Beautiful" gives Benigni a number
of opportunities to show off comedically,
none of which he takes. Listen closely to
Nicola Piovani's score, in which he
orchestrates the touching main theme for
a small ensemble, but plays the melody
on an out-of-tune piano, to see a deft
translation of what Benigni far more
abstractly achieves. To coin a phrase,
there are moments in this film of epic simplicity, instances where Benigni uses
small gestures and minute details (and
Piovani a piano), to tell more about character than any pratfall or wordplay could
ever hope to express.
When "Life is Beautiful" received the
Best Foreign Film Oscar last Sunday night,
Benigni energetically bounded across
chairtops, waving his hands enthusiastically in the air and embracing presenter
Sophia Loren with more passion than any
moment in the show. It's just that level of
emotional involvement that Benigni and
his colleagues bring to "Life is Beautiful,"
and it shines in their unequivocal belief in
the truth of this movie. Benigni rightly
calls his film a fairy tale, but it's really a
fable about the human spirit. There may
not be any "happily ever after," but with a
journey this truthful and spiritually rich,
who needs one?

"Life is Beautiful"
WHERE: Court Square Theater, Regal.
Cinemas Valley Mall
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME: 116 minutes
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►Graphic design work by JMU senior Michael Mafodda: Zirkle
House, Artwork Gallery — Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m.,
Friday-Saturday, noon-4 p.m., free.
► Black and white photographs by JMU senior Jess King: The
Zirkle House Other Gallery — Monday-Friday 12-5 p.m.,
Saturday 12-4 p.m. free.
►JMU MFA Degree Exhibition: Wednesday Nelena Sorokin:
Duke Hall — Monday - Friday, 10:30-4:30 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday, 1:30-4:30 p.m., Monday, opening reception at 7 p.m.,
for information call x6407, free.
►Alpha Chi Omega's Battle of the Bands - to benefit victims of
domestic violence: PC Ballrcx>m — Monday, 7 p.m., tickets on
sale at the Warren Hall box office, from Alpha Chi Omega sisters and at the door, $6.
► Madison Brass: Emmanuel Episcopal Church — Monday, 8
p.m., $2 donation at the door is appreciated.
► JMU Faculty Recital, John Little: Anthony-Scegcr
Auditorium — Tuesday, 8 p.m., free.
► JMU Horn Choir: Wilson Hall Auditorium —Thursday, 8
p.m., free.
►JMU Trombone Choir: Wilson Hall Auditorium — Friday, 8
p.m., free.
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Velvet Goldmine," Wednesday and
Thursday 7 and 9:30 p.m., free.
► Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "EDtv," "Life is Beautiful," "Forces
of Nature," "Analyze This," $4.50 before 6 p.m., $6.50 after. Call
434-7107,
► Regal Harrisonburg 3: "Shakespeare in Love," "The King and
l,""The Mod Squad," "Cruel Intentions," $4.50 before 6
p.m., $6.50 after. Call 433-1200.
// you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter do Style section,
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall, MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonfeurg.VA 22807; include date,
cost and location of the event.

ART
■

BANDS

MUSIC

H EY STYLE
WRITERS:
There will be a
meeting at 5 p.m.
today
Call Jenny or
Alison if you
cannot attend.
x8846
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20 W. Water St.,
Harrisonburg
Mon.-Sat. 11-8 p.m.
Sun. 12-s p.m.

Everything you need
to close down a crackhouse.

New releases

Call for directions.
4B3-555Q

for Tuesday
You aren't helpless when crime
Invades your neighborhood. You're
fully capable of helping police and
they're ready to show you how
The Case of The Stanton Park
Stand-off.
When crack moved Into a row
house on a quiet block of Stanton
Park In Washington, DC, folks
decided to serve an eviction
notice.
They met with police to find
out what they could do to
keep drugs out of their
neighborhood.
The cops told them to
keep an eye out—to let
police know whenever
something suspicious
happened. They began to
notice faces
They wrote

down license numbers of strange cars.
They noted the times of odd behavior.
They worked with each other. They
worked with the police. Armed with
field glasses, note pads and telephones,
folks kept track of the neighborhood.
Within one month, enough
evidence had been gathered.
Police moved in Crack
moved out.
Citizen participation beat
crime in DC. It can do the
same foryou For more
success stories, write The
McOruff Files, 1 Prevention Way, Washington, D.C.
80839-0001.
Police become even more
responsive when their
people are their partners.
Together we
can help...

Faaah/ Values Tour
Matrix
P.J.s
„ .

.

^

--

■

(live compilation)

(ST)

(ST)

David Sylvian
Napalm Death
Coming soon: Nas!
(check next Monday)

AmiMH»fromUwCrtwPr^vftnuonCoalition.UHUS DvpartmwH
ofJuauo*and lhn AdvarUalnf Council r 19A0 Naunnal Cnnw
Pravanllon Council

Tons of new & used CDs, tapes, LPs!« Large and giant
posters!« Most new CDs $13.99 or less everyday!

onor Awareness
March 29-April 2
Monday: On the commons

Tuesday: Zane Showker Hall & Mail Room
Information Booth

Wednesday: Mail Room Information Booth
Thursday: Zane Showker Hall

Friday:

know the

W9

^^\

On the commons
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Syphon Filter a sleeper hit
Playstation new release is an action espionage thriller
IUUANBAGBY
D contributing writer
"No, please, don't shoot, I'm
unarmed!"

REVIEW
But you must carry out your mission. Metal Gear fans rejoice. Golden
Eye fans gather around, Tom Raider
fans take a look, at Syphon Filter. The
best game of 1999, even if we are only
in March.
Syphon Filter crept on me like mold
did on my cinnamon raisin bread over
spring break. So you don't know what
Syphon Filter means? Is it something
you put in your fish tank, your air
conditioner?
Nah, it's this year's sleeper hit you
feed to your baby (your Playstation) if
you can find it in the stores.
Syphon: a bottle for holding aerated
water that is driven out through a bent
tube in its neck by the pressure of the gas
when a valve in the tube is opened.
Filter: a porous article or,mass (as
of paper or sand) through which a gas
or liquid is passed to separate out
matter in suspension.
Yeah, whatever, it doesn't matter,
because Syphon Filter is one hell of a game

This 989 Studios action espionage
thriller is a 3-D third-person adventure
following the exploits of counter-terrorist
Gabe Logan and his partner Ling Xing as
they attempt to stop a terrorist group that
threatens to unleash a deadly virus upon
the unsuspecting U.S. populace blah,
blah, blah. You get the point.
A lot of shooting, a lot of blood
and a lot of (rooming in the sniper
rifle) head shots! The game's camera
perspectives are exceptional. You'll
play the whole game from the thirdperson angle, but depending on the
weapon, you'll shift to first person. As
situations and environments change,
so do your objectives and the type of
weapons you'll find.
The list of weapons, gadgets and
their capabilibities are unparalleled.
My personal favorites, are the BIZ-2
pistol machine gun and the M-79
grenade launcher. Oh, and the HK-5
pistol machine gun, well, I like the G18 pistol-machine gun, too. And
sometimes I like . to use the
Nightvision Rifle (you saw this on the
commercial), instead of the flashlight.
Let me stop.
This game will challenge you. The
AI changes and cycles around in different ways . to creat-j surprise.
Enemies will strafe and run from you,
or hide behind trees or other safe
objects and they all carry different

weapons, so you're never sure exactly
how to approach them.
The backgrounds are fully interactive
(Golden Eye). You can shoot out lights,
jump through windows, shoot down
chandeliers on enemies, or just spray your
name in bullet holes on the side of a
police car.
Sometimes we need to stop being so
critical and look at a game for being a
game. Yes, there are some bugs, we are
talking about 989 Studios here, and
Syphon Filter blatantly steals the best
parts of Metal Gear Solid, Golden Eye and
Tomb Raider, but hey, who's complaining.
This game is the $©#*!
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SYPHON FILTER
WHAT: 989 Studios latest action video
game release for Sony Playstation
WHERE: Purchase and rent at all
video game suppliers
COST: Suggested manufacturer's
retail price, $44.99
CODES: All Weapons and Infinite
Ammo: Pause the game and highlight
the Weapons menu. Now press and
hold RIGHT + L2 + R2 + CIRCLE +
SQUARE + X.
Level Select: Pause the game, go into
the Options menu. Highlight the
Select Mission option, then press and
hold LEFT + LI + Ri + SELECT +
SQUARE + X

(Pheasant Run tfownhomes
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<ss—'evwv.vj or
C•-'illsovv. at
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W/e wflvvt to
kwow!!"

Now Leasing & Selling Phase I For Fall 1999!

Exclusive telecommunications network offered by
NTC Communications featuring JMU Ethernet
connections, phone and cable access in each
bedroom
♦ Adjacent to Purcell Park and walking trails,
basketball courts, tennis courts, recreational
fields and picnic areas
Convenient to grocery stores, convenience stores
and restaurants
Only one mile to JMU
•:♦
More than 4 parking spots per a town home
Limited number of brand new lownhoines
available for fall/999
•:• Two story living with all bedrooms upstairs and
all living areas downstairs
Approximately 1500 square feet
4 bedrooms and 2.5 baths
Huge eat-in kitchen with all appliances including
a microwave and garbage disposal
Full-size washers and dryers
Living room and den or great room combination
Patio or deck with private storage facility

Call 801.0660 or 877.266.7786 today!
I MM 7,1/// lake AV.II/* Main St. andMR lefl on «MM AI* i«UMM the 1.2.3 Movie 7 healer. On km '«»'
right alter the I'heavwl Run sign and proceed Miaighl ahead on Ihe gravel road la Ihe sale\ a/Jiie.
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Take Back the Night:
the Power of the Past
Musicians, speakers and hundreds of students expected at
annual ceremony to help prevent violence against women
March 30 means much more than
just another Tuesday to the
many women and men at JMU
who are involved in Take Back
the Night and the Clothesline Project.
Both events are held nationwide as a reaction to violence against women. They are
sponsored locally by the Women's Resource
Center, Campus Assault Response
(C.A.R.E.), the Take Back the Night Coalition,
the Office of Sexual Assualt Education, the
Office of Residence Life and First Year
Investigations.
The events will take place tomorrow on
the commons and in the PC Ballroom.
Take Back the Night will begin at 6:30
p.m. on the commons with musical performances by Note-oriety, the Contemporary
Gospel Singers
and
Thea
Zumwalt.
Following the
performances
will be "Songs of
Sexism,"
in
which the coalition has prepared several
popular songs
that
include
lyrics degrading
toward women.
The group has
edited the songs
into a group of
clips that will be
played to the
audience. In between each song clip, a member of the coalition will state the line that is
degrading and then read a statistic about violence against women.
Two speakers will talk after the song clips.
Jane Smith, a professor at Winthrop
University in North Carolina and a member

of the National Organization for Women
(NOW) and John Foubert, the assistant dean
of students at the University of Virginia and
a member of the National Organization for
Men's Outreach and Rape Education (NO
MORE) group.
After the speakers, there will be a speak
out for all survivors and secondary survivors
of violence against women to share their
experiences with others.
"I think the most fascinating thing is that
this part takes the majority of the night," said
junior Sarah Greenleaf, student assistant of
the Women's Resource Center.
In previous years, the event has lasted
until 1 a.m. because of the large number of
students and faculty who decide to speak.
"A lot of people don't realize that violence
against women
does not include
just rape. It
includes assault,
eating disorders, even calling a woman a
degrading
name," Greenleaf said. "I
think that when
women realize
it's more than
rape, they get
up and speak
out too."
After the
speakers are finished, there will
be a candlelight march around campus to
honor the survivors, friends and family of victims of abuse toward women.
The Clothesline Project is a visual display
that can be viewed from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.
in the PC Ballroom. It bears witness to acts of
violence against women including child

abuse, incest, and victimization, Student
Development Coordinator at FYI, Gloria
Mast said.
T-shirts decorated by those affected by violence against women will be hung on a
clothesline. The shirts convey the creator's
particular response to an experience that has
affected themself or someone they care about.
"It's an extremely powerful display,"
Mast said.
Puffy paint and extra T-shirts will be available throughout the day for anyone who
wants to make a T-shirt and have it displayed
at the event.
Students are encouraged to come see the
shirts and write down their responses to them
on the "reflections wall" that will be available
in the PC Ballroom along with the display.
"Even students who don't feel personally
affected, I would strongly encourage them to
come see it because the T-shirts have been
made by members of our own community,"
Mast said.
This is the sixth year for the Clothesline
Project at JMU. It originally began with 31
shirts displayed in Hyannis, Mass. in October
1990. It was added to the annual Take Back
the Night program and since then there has
been a historical connection between the
two events.
One of the goals of both Take Back the
Night and the Clothesline Project this year
has been to expand the collaboration.
Fraternities and sororities have increasingly involved themselves, as well as faculty
and staff.
Many more people want to help out this
year and to be involved, Greenleaf said. The
Women's Resource Center has been able to
get its name out more recently, she said.
Over the past three years, Take Back the
Night and the Clothesline Project have
brought together over 3,000 men and women
on campus. "The numbers have just grown

and grown, but people's awareness still
needs to be raised," Greenleaf said.
Many students, however, are already
well aware of the events and intend to go
and support the causes.
"I plan to attend because 1 think it's
important to support those speaking out
against violence in all forms," sophomore
Megan McEneely said.
Sophomore Pam Thompson said, "I
think it's important to go and be educated
and realize what's going on rather than
ignoring it."
.
Ally Betar said, "It's important to be
aware that these things happen on campus."
Senior Sean Tylenda said, "I've attended
this event in the past and found it educational and also sad that these things occur in our
JMU community. I urge people to attend at
least once while they are here at JMU."
Some students have never attended, but
are now interested because of the increase in
popularity and prominence of the issues.
"I've never been before, but I've heard
good things about it, and I'd like to go this
year," sophomore Luke Treaster said.
"I have great respect for those people who
are able to share their experiences for the
benefit of others, and for the prevention of
future acts of violence against women,"
sophomore Kristen Klug said.
The events held for women's history
month earlier in March were very successful,
Greenleaf said.
There was an open mike night for women
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OCUS
Women encouraged to take
advantage of campus resources
BY STAPF WRITER MARGUERITE DANIELS

at Taylor Down Under that saw significant
attendance. A lecture as part of the Brown
Bag Lunch Lecture Series drew more than
100 people.
"Attendance at women's history month
events has been great so far," said Greenleaf.
A lot of the success is due to the number
of volunteers that help out at the Women's
Resource Center.
"Students value the center and are willing
to commit time to it," said Amy Springer,
graduate coordinator fo the Women's
Resource Center. "My sense is that interest
on the part of the students is increasing."
New volunteers this year added to a force
of about 40 to 50 people, who are, as the center's mission statement says, "dedicated to
the education and empowerment of our community by supporting and celebrating the
diversity of women."
Mast said of the Clothesline Project alone,
"We have probably about 50 to 60 volunteers
helping out."
C.A.R.E. had extended hours all last week
in preparation for the events. It is normally
open noon on Thursday until noon on
Monday. C.A.R.E. works on a pager system.
Anyone who wants to call in leaves a message with a phone number and a C.A.R.E.
representative calls the person back within 15
minutes.
For additional information, visit the Women's
Resource Center, located in Warren 404 or access
their web site at unvw.jmu.edu/womensrectr.

While reported assaults at
JMU are low, one out of
every four college women
polled is sexually assaulted while at
college, according to a 1995 study of
sexual assault and rape in
Ms.Magazine. JMU police reports
show that three forcible sex offenses
were reported in 1997, as compared
to five in 1996 and two in 1995.
There were nine reports of aggravated assaults, involving contact
with arms and legs in 1997, seven in
19%, and six in 1995.
"That's probably not an accurate
depiction," said Mark Sties, Sexual
Assault Abuse administrative assistant. "Stats will tell you it's more than
that... Ifs the victim's choice to withhold reports due to threats or court
hearings."
To gain a more accurate report of
sexual assault, a third party reporting
system was developed for anonymous
sexual assault victims. In 1997, 20 oiv
campus assaults were reported and 11
were reported off-campus.
"We had a much larger report
[since the third party system was
developed]," said Hillary Wing, sexual assault education coordinator.
"Many, many more come to our office
that don't want to report to the police."
There are also incidents in the area
that do not involve violence, but leave
women scared and aware of the possibility of violence.
JMU junior Amy Taylor awoke
twice in her Hunter's Ridge townhouse to a man standing next to her
bed and watching her sleep. "Since
then, I can't stay in the house by
myself at night," Taylor said. "I got
sensors on our sliding doors where the
'sleeper peeper' came in. We keep the
blinds closed at all times." Now that
she and her roommates have a dog,
Taylor said she feels much safer. Her
roommate, however, said they are all
still having trouble sleeping since the
intrusions in August and September.
In addition to the Women's
Resource Center, JMU provides a vari-

ety of resources for those concerned
with their safety or in need of support.
The Office of Sexual Assault and
Substance Abuse (SASA) prevention
offers counseling, clinical referrals and
educational materials. Wing presents
several programs each semester to
raise awareness of sexual assault and
sexual harassment.
The SASA office, located in the
Health Center, provides a safe environment that is confidential, empathetic
and knowledgeable, said Sties.
JMU Chief of Police Lee A. Shifflert
said the main issue with violence
against women is prevention and common sense.
"Don't walk alone at night," Shifflert
said. "Call the cadets if you're uneasy.
We wish people would utilize them
more."
Campus cadets will provide walking escorts from 7 p.m. until. 2 a.m.
each weeknight and until 3 a.m. on
weekends. "We don't escort people
who are intoxicated," Shifflett said.
"We take them to jail because it's
against the law."
Female students can take a foursession self-defense course called Rape
Aggression Defense System (RADS).
Certified instructors offer realistic selfdefense tactics, general awareness and
risk reduction skills. The course costs
$12. Contact Sgt. Peggy Campbell at
568-6914 for more information.
C.A.R.E., Campus Assault
Response Helpline, operates as a hotline for anyone with a sexual assault
issue. Well-trained volunteers are
available from noon on Thursday to
noon on Monday. The helpline runs on
a pager/voice-mail system. Victims
can call 568-6411 and within 15 minutes receive free confidential compassion and support. The organization
was created by and for the student
body and is supervised by Wing.
For more information, visit the sexual
assault web page at http://www.
jmu.edu/sassault or contact Hillary Wing
at wingjx@jmu.edu or at 568-2831. Dial
568-6913 for the campus cadets.

Clockwise from top: 1997 Take Back
the Night candlelight vigil (file photo); Tshirts decorated by those affected by
violence against women; crowd assembled for 1997 ceremony on the commons (file photo); T-shirts will be on display in the PC Ballroom from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. Tuesday. Photos by contributing
photographer Amelia Taber.
ALEX YESSELS/seniorphotographer

The Paper Doll Project, on display in Warren Hall, makes students aware
that violence against women is an issue facing the JMU community.
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INSURANCE."

No PROMEM.
Early's Cycle Center, Inc.
VIRGINIA'S LEADING YAMAHA DEALER

1921 South High St.
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

540-433-2585

HERE'S WHAT'S HEW
AT SQUIRE HILL!
The next 20 people who mention
this ad and leave the Deposit by
April 15th will get a free pizza!

\i:\\

Limit one coupon per apartment.

All exterior renovations complete
In next fall!
Leave deposit In April 15th and
get all new appliances including
microwave at move-in!
Ethernet service available soon.
Phone jacks in all bedrooms.

AS ALWAYS
Individual Student Leases
• Great 1, 2. & 3 bedroom apartments
• Full size Washer/Dryer in every unit
Spacious Rooms
Pet Friendly
City Bus Service to JMU
• Swimming Pool & Tennis Court
- 24-Hour Emergency Maintenance
- Wall-to-Wall Carpet

Call us today at 434-2220
Mon-Fri. 9:30-5:30, Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5 • e-mail: shh@wmci.com • www.rent.net/direct/squirehillapts
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o rest for basketball problems
'ollenberg to transfer from JMU; Cole bank's future in question
... ii nr\nr
|ASON
MCINTYRE
\senior writer

In a stunning turn of events,
iior point guard Misty Colewill not play basketball for
1U next year — she is switch; sports to play lacrosse.
"As of right now, I'm not
ippy, and I won't be playing
isketball next year," Colebank
lid. "Coach [Bud] Childers
iys that I'm not on the same
ige with him and it's caused a
nflict with us. It's really hurt
player/coach relationship."

T -..»

.
Last season.1the T^
Dukes
finished 11-20, their worst record in
15 years.
Colebank was contacted by
lacrosse coach Jen Ulehla and
was offered a spot "on the
lacrosse team as the backup
goalie. Colebank, who has never
played lacrosse before, accepted
the invitation, and was on the
sidelines Saturday for the Dukes
game against Delaware.
"Coach Ulehla and the team
has welcomed me with open
arms," Colebank said. "I'm
very thankful of coach Ulehla

<<

As of right now,
I'm not happy and I
won't be
playing
basketball
next year.
Misty Colebank
JMU women's basketball player

for the opportunity to play
lacrosse, and I'm going to take
that opportunity."
Colebank, a Virginia Beach
native, was a two-year starter on
the basketball team and averaged a team-leading 8.2 points
and 3.1 assists per game last season. As a freshman in 1996-'97,
Colebank was named to the
CAA All-Rookie team.
The loss of Colebank could
not have come at a worse time
for the Dukes. It comes on the
heels of the departure of shooting guard Becky Wollenberg,

who asked to be released from
her scholarship in February.
"It really wasn't a good situation [with Childers] from the
start," Wollenberg said from her
home in Annandale. "There was
a big lack of communication and
we never really saw eye to eye."
Wollenberg, who was recruited by former JMU Coach Shelia
Moorman, was suspended from
the team indefinitely in February
for "breaking team rules."
She played in the Dukes'
see BASKETBALL page 29

JMU
enior
200th career point
nwr scores zuutn
.«> tz? rr .«•-*
7
\n Dukes'
16-7 victory over Delaware
T-»

f)N McINTYRE
IASON
\senior writer
Senior Megan Riley's list of lacrosse
complishments is a long one. Saturday
e added one that will go near the top.
Riley netted five goals and had four
sists, leading the Dukes to a 16-7 win
er the University of Delaware, and in the
rocess, set a school record for most points
a career.
Riley now has 119 goals and 83 assists
r 202 career points. The former record of
9 points was held by Nora Maguire,
10 played from 1989-'92.
In Saturday's game at Reservoir Street
lield, the Dukes jumped to an early 3-0
ad and never looked back. Junior Julie
artinez got things started just 15 secids into the game by scoring off an
sist from junior Julie Weiss. Martinez
t another one just four minutes later,
d Riley capped the early burst with a
^>al one minute later as the Dukes,
nked seventh in the nation, used their
eed to their advantage.
"We have been working on our fast
ak a lot in practice, and we just like to
jsh it from the draw," JMU head coach
Ulehla said. "We definitely have a lot
speed, and that allows us to match up
ith the top programs around the nation."
The Dukes win, their fourth straight,
s their record to 5-1; the Blue Hens,
nked 16th in the nation coming in, fell
2-2.
Despite the Dukes' early lead, they
[ere unable to put away Delaware. The
ue Hens closed to 4-2 at the 14 minute
rk, and senior Jaime Pleyo answered for
U with her first of two goals on of the
y, this one on an assist from Riley.
For the rest of the half, the Dukes used
ir distinct speed advantage to create
ring opportunities.
•Riley beat a defender down the sidee and hit cutting sophomore Michelle
rfluh for an easy goal at the 10:34 mark

goals or
on
for a 6-2 lead. Zurfluh had two eoals
the day.
After two Delaware goals trimmed the
lead to 6-4, Riley scored on a free position
shot with 3:22 left in the half, and then
scored on an assist from Martinez with
1:42 remaining to give JMU an 8-4 halftime lead.
"We really did a good job attacking on
the fast break," Riley said. "We've been
working on it in practice a lot, trying to use
our speed advantage."
Sophomore goalie Jennifer Corradini
played an outstanding game in the net,
stopping 16 Delaware shots, including two
from point blank range in the final 45 seconds of the half.
Riley, a first team All-American selection last year, got things going in the second half, scoring five minutes in, after
flashing in front of the goal and taking a
pass from Pleyo. Following Riley's goal,
the Blue Hens counterattack was thwarted
as Corradini denied two more shots from
close range.
"Our defense played a great game,"
said Martinez, who had three goals and
one assist in the Dukes' victory. "Giving
up seven goals against Delaware is pretty good."
/
The JMU defensive back line of junior
Jennifer Valore and seniors Meghan Branning and Lisa Banbury used their size and
speed to beat the smaller Blue Hen attackers and make things in the second half easier for Corradini.
Junior Amy Brew suffered what
appeared to be a bruised shin with three
minutes left in the game and did not
return. Her status for Tuesday's home
game against the College of William &
Mary is uncertain.
"It's a really big week coming up for
us," Martinez said. "We are going to have
to come out strong against three ranked
ROBERT NATTIslaff photographer
teams. We really have to work on consisSenior
Megan
Riley
fights
off
a
Delaware
defender
Saturday
in the Dukes' 16-7
tency and keep our desire and hunger for
victory.
Riley
became
JMU's
all-time
leading
scorer
in
the
game.
60 minutes."
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STUDY ABROAD IN SPAIN

Crab Legs Nite

(And pay JMU tuition!)

Jimmy 0
Tuesday Night

Occult 45

Very limited spaces are available for JMU's exchange program to
the University of Salamanca, Spain for Fall 1999 or Spring 2000.

Wed., March 31
10 p.m.

Requirement: Advanced level of Spanish

Clam Night
Thursday Night

PuddleDuck
Come in for
Jerry Springer,
5-6 p.m.

Correction: Friday, April 9
10 p.m.

Blue Beat Revue
Saturday, April 3
10 p.m.

Formerly Awful Arthurs
Same Owner/New Name

L

20 W. Water St, Harrisonburg
7 Days a Week, 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

433-9874

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
Dr. Chong Yoon
Assistant Director
Professor of History1
toblerca@jmu.edu
yoonck@jmu.edu
568-6273
568-3607
JMU Office pf International Education, Hillcrest East,
568-6419, intl_ed@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/

WhERE will you bE liviiMq Ai\d w/riAT will you be doiNq ii\ IATE AuqusT?
Moving off-campus to any of these housing complexes?
Olde Mill Village
Foxhill

The Commons
Southview

Pheasant Run
Stone Gate

\m can make your move in a lot more comfortable
JMU Network
Internet
Ethernet connection
to each room
Simeon E-mail

a\

A
SURMHE'NET

. . .

52 Plus TV Channels
Private Lines
Free Voice Mail
Free Call Waiting
GREAT RATES
Low Cost Lond Distance

CZU
MAl<E pARTV plANS . . .

All
Why hassle with 3 different service companies?
NTC gives you one monthly bill
Technicians on site
Immediate hookup and service
No Deposits
Easy set-up and installs

'E' Entertainment
3-HBO's
2-ESPN's
WB Channel
Comedy Central
$38 For All

AT

The

wATCrl DAW/SON'S CREEk

SAME TIME

fflllllN
http://www.ntc-com.com
Sign up online
Call us or we'll call you
564-2502

Sign up for all services before May
Hookups on and ready when you are
Preferred technical support
Save on installation fees
Enter drawings for free service
Win prizes
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irates sweep Dukes
•MU drops three games in first weekend ofCAAplay
,YAN MURRAY

After scoring six runs in the top of the got to get it done on the field."
seventh, the Pirates (24-5) never looked
The Dukes took a 6-1 lead after an
back. JMU scored a run in the bottom of
With swords at their backs, the Dia- the seventh and two more in the bottom of inning of play, but could not hold on for
the victory over the ECU Pirates.
mond Dukes were made to walk the the ninth, but it was not enough.
One of the rarities in baseball occurred
[lank by the East Carolina University
in
the
top of of the seventh inning when
Brates this weekend getting swept in a
(t
ECU
catcher
Jason Howard knocked an
iree-game set in the Dukes' opening
inside-the-park
home run off of sopho[AA series of the year.
more
pitcher
Brandon
Cornwell.
The last game of the series was more
Dukes'
sophomore
third baseman Greg
ke a football game than baseball because
Miller kept his 19-game hitting streak alive
He Dukes and Pirates combined for 31
with a solo homer in the bottom of the fifth
uns on 33 hits with the Dukes losing by a
for his first of the year. Miller also connect&-15 final.
ed
for a two-RBI double in the bottom of
Although the Pirates swept the Dukes
the sixth.
B-15-1), the Dukes aren't hanging their
"We hung in there with ECU on Frieads heading into next week's match-ups
day
and today," Miller said. "We are disiMth Radford University, Towson State
appointed
with the way we played but
Dniversiry and Old Dominion University.
we
hung
with
them and we will take that
[ "We have a lot of talent," junior second 'Spanky' McFarland
as
a
positive."
JMU
baseball
coach
laseman T. Riley said. "We are right on
The Dukes' sophomore designated hithe verge of busting out and once things
ter Tony Moore also slammed his second
Dick, we will be a tough team to beat."
"We were right there against the 25th- home run of the year, a three-run shot, in
Throughout the game, the Dukes held ranked team in the country in two out of the bottom of the first.
^ads of 6-1, 8-4, 9-8, and 12-10, but each three games," Dukes head coach "Spanky"
ne squandered their lead.
McFarland said. "We're close but we just
see ECU page 31
[staff writer

We were right there
against the 25thranked team in
the country in
two out of
three games.
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Basketball
loses two
top players
BASKETBALL, from page 27

home game against Richmond on Feb. 2,
scoring eight points in 18 minutes of
action. Wollenberg said Childers questioned some players on whether they
broke team rules.
Citing loyalty, Wollenberg refused to
answer and was suspended for the team's
game against Old Dominion Feb. 5 and
didn't play the rest of the season. In addition, she was suspended from all team
activities.

/ might be the
player coach Childers
wanted, but I don't
think I'm the type of
person he wanted.
Becky Wollenberg
Former JMU women's*baske(ball player

**

CINDY TWKERJsiaff photographer

snior pitcher Ryan New works In relief during Saturday's 11-2 loss to East Carolina. New threw 4 2/3 innings, giving up six
**■ and three runs, fanning three. The Dukes were swept in the three-game set at home by the 25th-ranked Pirates.

Eight days later, Wollenberg went to
Childers and asked to be released from
her scholarship, to which coach Childers
didn't object.
Childers is in San Jose for the women's
Final Four and couldn't be reached for
comment.
"1 might be the player-coach Childers
wanted, but I don't think I'm the type of
person he wanted," Wollenberg said.
Wollenberg is currently in the process
of transferring. She is looking at three
schools: one in the Big 10 and one in the
SEC. Under NCAA eligibility rules, she
will have to sit out a season, but will then
have two years of eligibility left.
Wollenberg averaged 6.5 points per
game this year, a significant drop from the
10.1 ppg she scored in 1997-'98, when she
was named to the CAA All-Rookie team.
That year she set a school record for
threcpointers made and attempted in a
season, hitting 56 of 175 from downtown.
She also was the first JMU freshman ever
to record four 20-point scoring games.
Freshman guard Allyson Keener said*
she was "pretty shocked" at the losses of
Wollenberg and Colebank.
"People were surprised," she said. "The
whole situation with the suspensions and
all kind of separated the team, and hurt the
players in terms of a team relationship. It
led to some uncomfortable relationships
and some tension."
In addition to the loss of Colebank and
Wollenberg, the Dukes graduate five
seniors, including Shirlence Archer, Kish
Jordan and Hope Cook, who were 2-3-4 in
scoring on the team, respectively. The
leading scorer returning to the team will
be freshman center Hollee Franklin, who
averaged 5.6 ppg.
Keener hopes next season can be a new
beginning for the Dukes.
"It'll be kind of like a new beginning
for us," she said. "Hopefully we can forget
the bad stuff and move on."
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Need a COMPUTER JOB
on CAMPUS?
iB&sBg&EEm^
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WANTED:

Try your
at $100

Computer Support Technician
Job Description: The Office of Annual Giving seeks a student to join our team as a
computer support technician (CST). The CST provides on-going computer operations
support for the Madison Connection, the calling program of the Annual Giving Office.
Duties include: Downloads files from Harvest system to CampusCall automated calling
systems: Investigates data errors and reports errors to data entry staff; Performs end-of-day
procedure after calling shifts; Transfers data to the Harvest system to be uploaded: Prints
summary and demographics reports; Prints and Edits pledge confirmation letters.
System: There are 2 computer database systems that communicate: Harvest is an image
database operating in a HP MPE/IX 5.5 environment. The CampusCall system is built in
Oracle and operates in a Windows NT environment. Communications between the systems
take place by ASCII file transfers.
Requirements: Attention to detail, computer systems knowledge, night schedule/Sundays.

Thursday, April 1
at D-hall around noon

0 Gain Valuable Experience in Database Management
0 $6.50-$10.507Hour. Position available immediately!
0 Very Flexible Work Schedule - Night Hours

o*2°N**t
%
$1

VA State Applications available NOW:
Warren Hall Info Desk (Student Employment
Kiosk) - Submit applications there!
Deadline: Friday, April 9, 1999
Belter your chances for an
interview - submit your application earlyl

P^

FOR MORE INFORMATION: MJ Ramos, 568-3440, e-mail ramos1mj@jmu edu

"He's still giving away the money!"
75 South Court Square
Harrisonburg, Va.
e-mail: chiago@rica.net

(540) 433-1833

M$l$ Ch! OWep presents
WVTTLE *F TOE BANDS
& TONIGHT in the PC Ballroom! ^^
Come see these 6 HOT BANDS compete for the $500 top prize!!

" IGNOMINY
THE THEA ZUMWALT BAND
THE FRANKLINS

WEST WATER STREET
BYGONES
GALLACTTC SUPER SPYS

Featuring a closing performance by K RISING
DOORS OPEN AT 6:45 PM - PERFORMANCES START AT 7:00 PM
Tickets available at the Warren Hall Box Office,
or from any Alpha Chi Omega sister.
Tickets cost JUST $6!

■
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heads to Florida for nationals
a. 3 Dukettes, No. 1 cheerleaders compete with nation's best Thursday
[EREDITHMcGINNIS
[contributing writer
The JMU Cheerleaders and
)ukettes will head to Daytona
leach, Fla., for the NCAA
Jational
Championships
.uirsday.
"We enjoy nationals because
ve work hard all season cheerng for everyone else so we
Jiave a chance to win for ourselves," cheerleader Greg
IWhitesell said.
This year, the JMU Varsity
■Cheerleaders have a strong
Iteam made up of eight men and
■eight women. Captains White■sell, Pat Loveff and Julie Graves
■said the Dukes are ready for a
[comeback this year at nationals
latter missing the final round
■last year by 0.01 of a point.
The Division I-A National
[Championships are held every
[year to find the best Division I[A cheerleading squad and
[dance team in the nation. Each
[team qualifies by entering a
[videotape of their routines."This
Iyear, more than 25 teams qualified for cheering. However, the
[cost of going to nationals plays
la major role in what teams actuI ally compete.
The cheerleaders were
ranked number one and the

Dukettes were ranked No.
three this season.
Once the teams get there,
they must rank in the top 10 in
the preliminaries to go to the
finals.
Each team gets one chance to
perform. They are allowed a
six-minute warm-up, followed
by a two minute and fifteen second action-packed routine.
If the teams make it to the
finals, they are given one chance
to show their stuff on national
television April 17 on CBS.
Rebecca Grefe, the cheerleading
and Dukettes coach, said their
goal is to make the top five.
"If we hit a good, clean, routine we can do it," Grefe said.
Scoring is done much like
that of gymnastics and figure
skating. Teams are scored on
partner stunts, cheering
motions, dance, tumbling, pyramids and jumps. If any of the
members bobble in the routine,
one-tenth of a point is deducted.
Points are also deducted if any
members step off the mat.
As Thursday approaches,
the cheerleaders and Dukettes
are getting ready for the most'
important competition of the
year.
"I'm very pleased with
everyone's performance," junior

NEALY BVTLVMstaff photographer

The Dukettes and the JMU Cheerleaders will be heading to Dayton Beach, Fla. this week for the
National Championships. If the teams can make it to the finals, they will be on CBS April 17.

cheerleader Paul Vutiprichar
said. "We have a young team,
but it's nice to have the young
guys step up and work for the
team. If everyone stays positive

and works hard, we have a
good chance of winning nationals."
Sophomore Amy Callahan
said, "We've been through a lot

of adjustments this year with a
new coach, and learning a different coaching philosophy, but
I'm really proud of our team."

ECU sweeps JMU
in CAA series
ECU, from page 29

v
&•

'£&&? £

KATIE WlMQNIsenior phologrupher

FOCUS NOW: Sophomore Sarah Granson sizes up a practice ball last week. Saturday, the tennis
team upped their record to 5-4 with a 7-2 victory over the University of West Virginia Saturday at
[he Godwin tennis courts. Granson, the No. 6 seed, played well against WVU, winning her singles
natch in straight sets, and teamming with senior Chrissy Travlos to win their doubles match 8-1.

On Friday, the Dukes lost a
heartbreaker to the Pirates by a
6-5 tally. The Dukes were in a 44 deadlock going into the top of
the seventh, but ECU scored a
run in the seventh and another
in the eighth to take a 6-4 lead.
The Dukes did not go down
quietly, however, mounting a
two-out rally in the bottom half
of the ninth on a pinch-hit single
by freshman Pat Cunningham
•scoring senior Nate Turner.
Unfortunately for the Dukes, it
was not enough, as the Pirates
won the game 6-5.
On Saturday, the Dukes continued their sleepwalk, losing to
ECU 11-2. ECU lit up the scoreboard in the second, scoring five
unearned runs and coasting to
the victory.
.
Freshman Pat Cunningham
led the Dukes offensively, having
his career-best day at the plate,
going 3-for-5. Freshman Adam
Wynegar struggled on the
mound, giving up eight runs
through two innings, but wasn't
helped out by his defense, as only
two of the runs were earned.

Although the Dukes were
swept this weekend, they will
stay positive heading into next
week.
"We need to keep a level
head and capitalize on opportunities when they come," Riley
said.
With each game, the young
Dukes will continue to get better,
McFarland said.
"We beat ourselves more
than other teams beat us,"
McFarland said. "We are still in
a growing process and we need
to mature but we are real close to
being a very good team."
As long as the Dukes execute
both offensively and defensively,
there could be some wins in the
future.
"There are days when our
pitching is on and our hitting is
off and others where our hitting
is on and our pitching is off,"
Miller said. "We need to execute
better and get both to work to
get the job done."
The Diamond Dukes' next
home game is on Wednesday
March 31 against Towson State
University at 3 p.m.
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JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
Premiere

»

Mar. 29 - 31 (Mon. - Wed.)
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Warren Hall
Post Office Lobby
/IRTQ1RVED
\

COLLEGE JEWELRY
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Tora, tora, tora! Devils run like Bulls
Top-ranked
Duke won't be surprise in tonight's final, but will be fun to watch
CBS screwed up Saturday night.
Instead of showing the Duke-Michigan
State national semifinal, they showed
"I'inocchio." The greatest movie of all
time about the puppet master and his
puppet. Oh wait. No. That was the Duke
game.
ftjust happens that Duke head coach
Mike,KrzyzePw7kiandmel998-'99c>d1t1on

? W^STJL3" ^PeMO

CO le8e

'

basketball this year.
I hadn't really not.ced this untd last
night because all year the Blue Devils
have made it look so damn easy (with the
exception of losing to Cincinnati and
scraping by St. John s in OT . I thought
they were just using talent, brute force,
attitude and skill to wipe the floor with
their opponents. Most of their games this
year have been complete blowouts, the
kind of games only sadists get pleasure
out of.
They've shot nearly 40 percent from
behind the arc. Who does that consistently? Nobody. Shooting three-point shots in
basketball is like batting in baseball: you
know if you succeed 30 percent of the
time, you're really good. What happens
when you hit 40 percent? You're Ted
Williams and nobody can touch you. A
god in your own time. Or if you're in college basketball, a wrecking machine
emblazoned in blue Nike attire.
The Blue Devils haven't just had luck
from behind the arc, though. It's not like
they're playing Rick Pitino "live-by-thethree, die-by-the-three" basketball that
can get you in trouble if you're having a
cold night. They've completely and utterly dismantled opponents with an arsenal
larger than NATO is using in Kosovo.
Inside, outside, upside-down. They just
annihilate you.
Elton Brand, the consensus AH-American and Player of the Year, has killed

5
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r a center.
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The Blue Devils played atrociously
^"^y ni8ht' on|y footing 44 percent
from the
defend ™
u ane Ba,tlCr
' th! SUpef the
™*> a P"'*y 52 Percent from
unnamed menv
lin
berVTmTfa^ufT T
,u
e and committing more turnovers
S^-ttWiSktote — "*>- ^^thereWaS"
n t any "magic" in this game.
h Cad 3 kamikaZe n dt>fense
Michigan State got within three on a
shotS/ ives
a gtea
couple
of occasions, but Duke never lost
nmes. Hc posts up and lands his butt on
its cool. In fact, if I didn't know better, I
the floor taking charges. Anything for the
think the puppeteers were just having fun
team. And he can score if he wants to playing with their Spartan puppet. It
just ask Maryland. I could go on: Trajan
almost seems like the Blue Devils were
Langdon from beh.nd the line, William just taunting Mateen Cleaves & Co. to get
Avery running the show, Chris Carrawell as close as they could before pulling away
providing an athletic spark and a lot of again. State got within three at ohe point
minutes.
and Avery
And let's
responded
not forget
with five
about the
unanswered
fabulous
points to
freshman
take Duke's
Corey
lead back up
Maggette
— Courtney A. Crowley
to nine.
He's
If this
reminding
year's team
me more of Grant Hill with each passing has one weakness, it's at the charity stripe.
game.
Last night was no exception. Carrawell,
Going into the game against Michigan who was 6-12 at the line, was making me
State, the Devils were averaging a 30- sweat a little. I kept having flashbacks to
point win margin in four games. Florida the 1991 semifinal when Christian LaetA&M, Tulsa, Southwest Missouri State tner beat invincible UNLV on his steely
and Temple were merely Sideshow Bob presence at the free throw line. I thought
to Duke's Krusty the Clown.
possibly if Duke screwed up at the line
The Blue Devils had not had a serious any more, they'd turn into UNLV and go
challenge since St. John's played them to down like the Chrysler building in
overtime in January. So us Duke fans for- "Armageddon."
got that there was a possibility the Blue
It was just that kind of night. Ugly,
Devils could actually lose a game.
ugly, ugly. But Duke proved that it can
However, Saturday the Devils from get down and dirty and still get the job
Durham showed us why they are the done. That's why this year's Duke team is
puppeteers by playing a poor game by so great to watch.
Duke standards. The score? 68-62. The
It has swagger, it has style, and it has a
T.W^-J'QK

u '"

°

S'

SS?W Yet another victory- The 8ame?
Definitely not as close as the score would
indicate

- * "«te

From the Cheap
Seats

tough attitude. But it has all the goods to
back up such posturing — and the Blue
Devils know when to stop being arrogant
long enough to make sure they win the
game. The Running Rebels did not.
I don't know if I've ever seen a team
play in my lifetime that was such a lock to
be the last team standing at the end of the
shootout as Duke is. I've read that the
John Wooden UCLA teams with Lew
Alcindor and Bill Walton were pretty
good as far as history is concerned. But
college basketball has become so much
more homoginized since then — there is
much more talent everywhere now.
Duke was armed with a bazooka this
season when everybody else seemed to
have a mere six-shooter. But those are just
the minor details resultant Coach K's
excellent recruiting and coaching.
Tonight will be terrific. UConn won't
give Duke as much trouble as State.
Coach K will be able to cut down the nets
for the first time since Laettner, Hill and
Bobby Hurley showed the Fab Five there
are some finer points to be learned with
age, experience and grace. This crop of
Blue Devils are unlike the other championship teams because they're younger,
brasher, bolder and even more talented.
But they retain the same character traits
that Krzyzewski has instilled in each of
his teams: class, a work ethic, humility ...
as well as that ever-important killer
instinct. Almost forgot about that one. for
a minute there.
The best part in this, though, is that
with the exception of a graduating Langdon, the Blue Devils will be back in full
next year because Brand's mom is cool
and Coach K will have a pew hip to stand
tall on. Repeat. REPEAT. REPEAT!
Courtney A. Crowley is a junior and the
editor. She tried to get the part on the Nike
commercial with the mice, but was denied.

Taking the show on the road
Pi Kappa Phi represents JMU in Pepsi Five-on-Five Regional Tourney

u

ADGA SALAZAR
contributing writer

With March Madness nearing its end,
sponsors and fans alike have been
watching their teams make their way
toward the NCAA championship.
The basketball athletes, however,
aren't the only ones hitting the courts
with championship prizes waiting for
them.
Through the Pepsi Five-on-Five
Regional Tournament, intramural teams
from all over the country also got a
chance to compete for an all-expense
paid trip to Los Angeles to play at the
Great Western Forum.
At JMU, the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
basketball team was only one game away
from earning its own trip to Los Angeles
to compete in the final four championship
before losing to the regional champions,
Georgia Southern University.
"I would say the competition in the

first rounds of the tournament were as any other intramural tournament,"
competitive as the competition was here senior PKP member Robert McSwan
at jMU," senior PKP team member Wade said. "First we won the Greek champiHarrington said. "Up until we got to the onship and then we played against and
final round, playing there was like play- then we won the school championship."
In a 47-team bracket, PKP defeated
ing here."
Through process of elimination and the University of South Carolina with a
tournament play, ^___^___^__ __^_____ 60-45 score in the
opening round of
PKP
earned
a
We had just come back tournament Piay
bragging rights
Playing in
the
among the Greek
team's
first
of
two
and JMU comSaturday games,
munities when
they defeated the Cancun so we were kind PKP was challenged by New
Sigma
Alpha
_.
,
. >t
River Community
Epsiion in the of lazy about It.
College through the
Greek League
Wade Harrington first half as the fraChampionship
Pi Kappa Phi basketball team member ternity held a marand then went on
ginal lead with a
to defeat Team
score
of
17-13.
Trouble of the UREC league, earning a
The momentum of the game changed
trip to Fetzer Gym at the University of
in
the
second half, as the PKP outscored
North Carolina-Chapel Hill.
their
opponents
by 41 points. PKP won
"This tournament was played like

from spring break in

the game with a 65-20 final score.
PKP's 60-40 win against North Carolina Wesleyan later that night was an
indication of another win to come as
PKP defeated NCW 62-45 again in an
early Sunday morning game. The win
put the team in the tournaments final
four bracket..
We probably should have practiced
more," Harrington said. "We had just
come back from spring break in Cancun
so we were ki nd of lazy about it."
Harrington also adds that this was no
tournament to take lightly, which may
have been PKP's down fall.
"Other teams were pretty organized,"
Harrington said. "They had uniforms
and we didn't, we were kind of the slackers of the group."
Harrington said, "The competition
was very tough. We had a pretty tough
bracket and the last team we played
against is probably the best team I'll ever
be on the court with."

J
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WE'RE NDT DFF LIMITS

NOW HIRING!

PARK IT HERE.

On the road again to

Network Services
is looking for personnel to provide technical
assistance to clients in the CampusNet program
starting this fall. CampusNet is a program that
provides access to the Internet and campus computing
resources for faculty, staff and students. You will
work approximately 10 hrs/wk. Pay will be
$240/month. Duties include:

UNIVERSITY RECREATION

MAR.
•
•

General troubleshooting of Network related hardware
and software.
Installation of supported Internet applications.

Prior networking experience with TCP/IP and Internet
related applications is desired. Email questions to
campusnet@jmu.edu. Further information can be
obtained
from
our
homepage:
www.jmu.edu/campusnet. Applicants should fill out
a state employment application available from
Human Resources. Applications should be sent or
dropped off to Nancy Dauer, Technical Services, Frye
Building , room 208. Application closing date is 9
April 1999.

29 " APR.

4-

March 29-April 1
Ultimate Frisbee
Entries Due!
The ultimate GAME.

March 31, 6-8pm
Outdoor Cooking Clinic
Cost: $3
Celebrate National Nutrition Month and
learn how to cook up great outdoor eats!

T CENTS?
SUMMER IN THE 'BURG?

FDR A

N G E

Trouble getting
Kinesiology courses?
Here's your chance!

UREC

Get ahead in General Education
• KIN 100 Lifetime Fitness & Wellness (4 Sections)
May & June Sessions: 9:00-11 40 or 1 00-3:30, M-Th
•

CDME TD UREC

Earn credits under the sun
• Golf, Tennis or Mt. Cycling (electives)
May Session: Golf - 7:00-8:30 or 8:45-10:15, M-Th
Mt. Cycling-9:00-10:30, M-Th
June Session: Tennis - 9:00-10:30 or 10:30-12:00, M-Th

^Apnl 9, 2pm
Reach Out Climb

A rockin' climbin' charity competition to
benefit the access fund. Course set for
all skill levels! Register by April 2, 5pm.

April 24, 9:30am
UREC Biathlon

Recreation & Kinesiology Majors' Core Classes
• Intro to Recreation (REC 241) & Outdoor Recreation (REC 332)
May Session. REC 241 - 9:00-11:40, M-Th & REC 332 - TBA
• Biological Foundations of Kinesiology (KIN 202) &
Psychosocial Foundations of Kinesiology (KIN 203)
?I§§|J5^
May Session: KIN 202 -1:00-3:40, M-Th
X^W^
KIN 203-9:00-11:40, M-Th
June Session: KIN 202 - 9:00-11:40, M-Th

Earn VA Driver Education Teaching Endorsement
May Session. KIN 355 - 9:00-11:40, M-Th
KIN 455-1:00-3:40, M-Th

For more info Summer
Schedule of Classes or
visit jmu edu/kinesiology

HERE

1/2 mile swim followed
by a 5k run. Register by
April 7 for a kickin' shirt!
Final deadline: April 22.
CHECK-PDINTS:
XB7DD FDR MORE INFO OR VISIT
HTTP://WWW.JMU.EDU/RECREATIDN
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The men finished sixth out of 10 teams at the ECAC G^mnas^^n^nu!u!n^^
Cham
sity of Iowa Friday. The Dukes compiled a score of 202 85
P'°nsh,ps at the Un.verNick Blanton continued his strong freshman campaiqn as he was thP nnkn«> im r,n.^ ■ .^
P
Sher
all-around standings. He placed 19th with a score of 50 60
'" the
Blanton led the Dukes on the floor exercise, coming in 16th place with a <?rnro nf Q m n« *.
pommel horse, senior Tim Bulleri was the highest JMU finisher "ymg for 17h wth ascoe of
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WOMEN'S GOLF
At the William & Mary home tournament, JMU piaTedfcZH^rTteamTwKeScmf
ZaPP ne ti6d ,0r
ITn12th"
??"
° a 87-82 N5*W*5 "onor^ com
ing
in 12th. Russim
Hussum shTaTe^JTcT
snot a 86-83 for a 169. and
Zappone shot
Sophomore Jessica Prenzlow had a two-round total of 171 (85-86) to finish 12th and sonhoP
more Corrie Tayman placed 25th with a 175 (89-86).

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
At the ECAC Women's Championships, JMU set a school recoTdwith^coredo^^wSf
ing in second place.
' '
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Junior Ashleigh Suarez and senior Jill Hornung both placed in the top five on the beam
Suarez with a 9.75 (3rd) and Hornung scored a 9.725 (5th).
Sophomore Courtney Flynn finished third with a score of 9.85 on the floor exercise.

TRACK AND FIELD
At the Raleigh Relays in N.C., the relay team of junior Ben Cooke, senior Russ Coleman and
sophomores Eric Post and Jason Long won the 1500 m in 14:31.07, meeting IC4A qualifying
standards. Senior Paul Lewis also qualified by placing fifth in the 400m with a time of 47 48
Senior Keisha Banks finished 8th in the 3000m run in 9:56.81.

DYLAN BOUCHERLE//>fc>fo editor

CUMBING FOR A CAUSE: UREC and the Wilderness Voyagers are
holding a rock climbing competition on April 9 to benefit the Access
Fund. The event will be held at UREC's climbing wall and will start
at 2 p.m. The Access Fund is climbing areas open.

Build Your Future With the...

School of Nursing
The School of Nursing invites you to join us on April 10, 1999 for
the Spring Open House. Faculty, students and staff will be
available to discuss undergraduate and graduate programs
including doctoral program options, masters and post-masters
specialty areas in our newly opened academic and clinical facility.

OPEN
HOUSE
Saturday, April 10

Lease your unit today
and be. registered for $500
in Bookstore Gift Certificates
Madison Manor
3 bedroom
fully furnished
some with fireplaces

10:00 am - l:30/pm

School of Nursing Building
655 West Lombard Street
Baltimore, MD

University Court
individual leases
5 bedroom, 3 bath
fully furnished
AND A STUOYI

RSVP by AprilS

Call 800-328-8346
email nursinfoc parsons.umaryland.edu

SB

%»

College Station
huge 4 bdrm, 2 bath
fully furnished
air conditioning
garbage disposal
washer and dryer

PENDRY &
CONSTABLE

434 - 1173
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S^lpr'd skouters
^

CASH FOR YOUR COLD
The UVa Department of Epidemiology and Virology is seeking
healthy, non-smoking male and female volunteers, aged 1845
years, to participate in a cold study.

bring Mtaij) Jlmvers,,,

^pP
y-'

f

Why wait for spring for
beautiful fresh tulips and other
spring flowers? Enjoy them now with
a bouquet or potted plant from

*S*

To see if you qualify, come to The Health Center on March 30,
between 8:30 and 1:30.

ptrittc
PLORIST

GOOF. University Blvd. next to Costco
l«ll(n'i:88&395-3082

Volunteers will be isolated in a Charlottesville, Va. motel from
May 14th until May 20th.

Payment of $650 upon completion
UNrVBtSTY Of VKOMA

433-3352

HEALTH
SCIENCES
CENTER

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

(804) 973-7569

BREAK THE SILENCE
I \in time .i company makes
.1 product, they also use energ)
and natural resources. Every
time you make ;i purchase, you
could save sonic ol thai energy
and those resource1- 'Cause
when you buy durable and
reusable*products, there's less
to throw away. And less to
replace. For ;i Free shopping
guide, please call
l-800-CALL-EDF.

BUY SMART.
WASTE LESS.
SAVE MORE.

EDF
■

James Madison University
r
March 30th, 1999
The Clothesline Projeel
Take Back the Night
VC Ballroom
10:00asm-6:00pm

"VnC Commons
6:30pm

The Clothesline Project is a visual display
that bears witness to the violence against women. The
Clothesline is composed of t-shirts decorated to
represent a particular individual's experience with child
abuse, incest, domestic violence, sexual assault or
victimization based on sexual orientation. All shirts on
display were created by JMU students, faculty and staff.

Take Back the Night is an opportunity
for survivors and their supporters to speak out
about their experiences. Come together to raise
awareness aboul the prevalence of violence against
women at college and in the community.

Hoar Witness to Violence !<>«iiiisi Women
3c involved in this wxcdMc day tnat speaks to -the sprit
Sponsored by:
women's R.csairce Centcr»Take Back 1V>e Niqht Coali+ion»0ffice of Sexual Assault £ducat.on
The Office of Residence Life
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LIFESTYLE
HOROSCOPES

Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is a
s~~>~*s. 6 "~ L°vc and marriage sure go
V V ) logelncr
' and if vour love affair
\_%f needs a commitment, this is a good
day to make it. Looks like a friend
Today's Birthday (March 29) You're may want to upgrade to a more intimate
petting lots of attention this year, and that's status, and that would sure do the trick. Don't
great. You look marvelous, especially in April. wait for the other person to make the first
By May. you should be ready to play by the move. If you think it's right, do that yourself.
rules. You'll see why by August. Take more
responsibility in September, and again in Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is a
November. By December, you'll barely
6 — Some say it's whom you
recognize yourself. Your dreams come alive
know that helps you become
in February.
successful. Others say it's what you
know that does the trick. For you
To get the advantage, check the day's rating: today, it's both. A marvelous opportunity
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
could become available. If someone you trust
recommends it, just say yes.
Aries (March 21 -April 19) — Today is a
6 — You're drawing a lot of Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 6 —
attention today, and most of it's
How long has it been since you and
favorable. You're looking very
your favorite person had a real
good, and that's important, because
vacation? If the answer is never,
it's kind of like you're on display. You're
what's the problem? Lack of
putting on a performance for a very critical money? Or lack of priority? If you make Paris
audience. The good news is, they love you.
in the spring a higher priority than, say,
drinking beer and eating pretzels, could you
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is a make it happen? Working together, you might.
*. ^^
6 — Somebody else is being
^ CS\ pushed, and you're getting pushed Virgo (Aug. 23-SepL 22) - Today is a 6
/. /
as a result. It's the domino effect,
— This looks like an excellent day
with a slight difference. You don't
to make an investment. Put your
like being pushed and don't respond well to
money in a place where it can
that sort of stimulation. The other person has
grow, without too much risk, of
the enthusiasm, but you have the common course. Although you have to act quickly, you
sense and the experience, so make your should not act impetuously. Do the homework
opinion known.
first. This is not a gamble. It's a strategy.

Libra (Sept 23-OcL 23) - Today is a 6
— Sometimes you're the best
person to carry out a job. but not
always. Today, for example, it
looks like somebody else has better
skills than you do for a specific task that must
be done. Instead of trying to learn how to do it
yourself, simply delegate. The time you save
will be worth the money.
Scorpio (OcL 24-Nov. 21) — Today is a
6 — You and a friend really ought
to think about going into business
for yourselves. You could think of
lots of jobs for other people to do,
and that's the basis of being a good
entrepreneur. Now all you have to do is think
of a way to sell what they produce and you've
got it made.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — Today
is a 6 — Your assignment for today
is to be perfect, or as near as you
can manage. At first you might
think it's impossible to meet
another's expectations, but actually, it could
turn out to be fun. Think of it as a game, and
you're going for the championship. If you
win, you get more than the prize. You get
respect from a person you admire.

different neighborhood, a different language
— will add to the thrill. You may end up at
your house, but getting there will be more
than half the fun.
Aquarius
^
W
/fry

(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is a 6
— One of your best ideas is.in
danger of being shot down today.
Somebody's going to be asking
highly detailed questions — how
can this work? how much will it cost? etc. It's
not really going to be a problem if you have all
the answers prepared. If you don't, maybe
you'd better get busy on that first.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is a
6 — There's another indication
today that money is coming into
your account, possibly quite a lot. It
comes partially because you've
taken a critical partner's suggestions to heart.
The closer you come to being perfect, the
more money you'll make. What you're doing
is being noticed, by the way, by people in
hfgh places.
-Tribune Media Services

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today
fr-. . is a 6 — This is another good day
(m\ fw love, and this time, travel may
ty/ I be required. You definitely need to
«
get into an area with which you are
slightly unfamiliar. Something unusual — a

Scopy

(Centers
»CAMPUS LOCATIONS

Smcwiy Sa&e/
Pastel Colors* • 81/2 x II
Single-sided
■

08 ea.

"Green. Yellow. Blue and Pink

Full-COLOR
Copies 79*
81/2 x I 1-Single-sided
Locations on both campuses.
Full-color copies • Scanning & Storing
Graphic Design Service and morel

usi'orau

Hisii-ica

FLEX

MY DEGREE GOT H
ARMYROTCG
Things got pretty competitive for
this job. I'm sure my college degree
and good grades kept me in the
running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management
experience I got through Army
ROTC/that won them over. Army

ROTC taught me responsibility selfdiscipline and leadership. Those are
things you just can't learn from a
textbook. I don't know where I'd be
right now if I hadn't enrolled in
Army ROTC, but I do know one
thing for sure... I wouldn't be here.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CAN TAKE
For more information contact
Captain McRae at 6094 or come to
Bridgeforth Stadium South

I I I
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Hop on down
the Bunny Trail
to the JMU Bookstore &
College Store East

Do You Want Your Voice Heard.'

THEN ...

GET LOUD!

Register to win
a 39" plush
bunny
Also, FREE
greeting cards TODAY!
(while supplies last)

Web IT and Web Creative positions

Paid Summer Internships
Qsummer web internship here will pay dividends far
beyond the check you take home.
We're Crutchfield, a national catalog and Internet
retailer—like L.L. Bean, and we're growing like crazy.
Magazines as diverse as Smart Money, Forbes and U.S.
News A World Report have recognized our website as one
of the top models for e-commerce in the country, both
technically and creatively. The experience you gain here
will prove invaluable.
You can also count on a fast-paced, friendly environment
and the possibility of continued employment, part-time during the school year
or full-time after you graduate.
If you're flexible enough to work well both independently and as part of a
team, please apply. Here's what we're looking for:
Web IT Interns—Experience with programming in Microsoft environment
required. VBScript and asp experience is a plus.
Web Creative Interns—HTML experience, plus strong organizational and
communication skills required.
Please submit your resume (and cover letter stating the
position you're interested in) to: Personnel Department,
Crutchfield Corporation, 1 Crutchfield Park,
Charlottesville, VA 22911.
Or via email: jobs@crutchfield.com
To learn more about us, visit our website: www.cmtcMMd.com

CRUTCHFIELD
The Internet's leading electronics store

——■

„
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SOAP OPERA UPDATES
AH My Children

The Bold and the Beautiful

Guiding light

Sunset Beach

Liza was stunned when David suggested
that Vanessa had been the one who had
alerted the media about Erica's "press
conference." Meanwhile, Vanessa
continued to fuel Adam's hatred for David
by blaming David for Erica's condition.
Ryan recanted his testimony, but the judge
ordered him held in jail until Braden took a
blood test.

Amber thanks CJ. for coming through for
her at the Insomnia. Now that she was able
to stop Raymond, all she has to do is wait
for the baby. CJ. urges her to get a reality
check. He points out that she's carrying
around a ticking time bomb. Rick is
stunned when he hears Macy call Myles
"Daddy." Macy apologizes to Myles for her
slip and explains her relationship with
Myles, and why Kimberly is so upset

Blake talks with Fletcher at the diner, and
bom are worried about the effect his staying
in town will have on Holly. Blake finds his
plane tickets, and accuses Fletcher of
ruining Holly's life the last time he left
with Meg. Holly reveals she sent away
Fletcher, the one person she needs to
forgive her. Vicky confronts Phillip about
his takeover of Lewis Oil.

Ricardo's thrown when Gabi begs him not
to watch the tape. Maria interrupts and
explains to them about Benjy. She asks
Ricardo to authenticate the photographs.
Caitlin tells Cole that the only feeling she
has left for him is hatred. Cole urges Caitlin
to let him hold Trey. A furious Gregory
watches from his limo. Oregory warns
CaiUin that if she wants to raise Trey with
him. then she must stay*away from Cole.

Another World

One Life to Live

Days of Our Lives

.■

As Tyrone meets with Marley and realizes
Viki discovered that Ben was still
she might not be guilty, Vicky, believing Tension is high as the judge reads the After
running a high fever, she decided to go out
she killed Grant, wrestles with her charges against Austin; aiding and abetting
find him some medicine.
conscience and almost tells the truth but a fugitive. The assistant D.A. announces and
Grace placed another mysterious call after
when she sees Kirkland, she continues with that there is a second charge: kidnapping. overhearing a conversation between Kevin
the lie. Later, Donna finds blood on Austin is hit hard. He pleads not guilty on and Sykes. Grace angled to spend more
Vicky's scarf and Vicky admits to Donna both counts and makes an emotional plea to time with Kevin, but he turned down her
what happened. Donna encourages her to the judge to be released.
request to help her get situated in Llanview.
keep silent
General Hospital
Port Charles
As the World Turn*
Jason and Sonny were caught off guard Scott suspected that Eve knew more about
Despite getting a housesitting job in the when they received a surprise visit from Dr. DV than she was letting on. Courtney and
apartment from Ben, Denise is disturbed Smithson, the court appointed psychologist Frank continued to make Joe look like a
about Luisa's situation. Ben asks her Carly attempted to convince AJ that they womanizer. Courtney put on a disguise and
why she identifies so strongly with Luisa. needed to act more; natural around each placed several phone calls to Karen from a
She deflects his questions. As a gift to make other. AJ was later shocked when Jason and strip club. Karen went to the strip club and
her feel better, Ben gives her tickets to see a Alexis arrived at the mansion with a court was livid when she discovered a "sexy
Chicago ballet company in town. Denise is order allowing Jason to visit Michael redhead" had been calling her apartment.
ecstatic, and thanks Ben not only for the whenever he wanted. Sonny rescued a Chris once again caught on to Courtney's
gift, but tor being so understanding.
mysterious stranger named Hannah from a games when be discovered that she had
mugger on the docks.
been masquerading as Marcia Cooper.

The Young & the Restless
Nikki finds out from Jill about the coup at
Newman Enterprises'. Nikki finds Brad with
Ashley. She rages against them and
threatens that they will pay for what they
have done. When Nikki leaves, Ashley
demands answers from Brad. She is
disapproving of the sneaky way he and Jack
handled the takeover. Victoria shows up to
try and convince Cole that Ashley has not
been honest with him and that Ashley and
Rafael have more of a story than they are
telling.
-Tribune Media Services

May Graduates.
Caps&
Gowns

VALLEY LANES
.1106 S. Main Si. Harrisonburg 434-8721

ARE HERE
JMU Bookstore (Warren)
,

March 30
8:30a.m. - 6:00p.m.
March 31
8:30a.m. - 5:00p.m.
April 1
8:30a.m. - 5:00p.m.

CSE Bookstore
Wednesday

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Cosmic 10-12
Cosmic 10-1 Country
Cosmic 12-2
Cosmic 9:30-11:30

$7.00
$9.00
$10.00
$7.00

March 31
6:00-8:00p.m.
April 1
6:00 - 8:00p.m.

J
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Need Cash?
ATM Inside

Quill

*'»

OUR PflTIO IS OPENI
Enjoy our groat food
OUTSIDE!
Overlooking the Valley;
221 University Blvd.

m

Safe place to get cash
24 Hours

801-0221

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1025 S. Main St. • 574-3178

zzz Making it easier everyday!
Ita£

MADISON CLASSIC
GOLF TOURNEY
^lajvorks!

Sponsored by SGA Jr. Class Council

Saturday, April 3
Open to JMU Community
Registration Cost: $45
(includes a cart)
Deadline: Wednesday, March 31
CASH PRIZES TO WINNERS!
For more info, contact Erin x6376

Freshmai
Date Auction
LARGEST SELECTION

April 8 in McGraw Long Hall
Call Chris at x7349 for details

movie rentals
in the area
CHEAP GAMES TOO!

433-9181
it 33 East (next to Wendy's/across from Pargo's

SGA.

April 16 at Main Street
Bar & Grill
Submit tapes of your band
to the SGA Office or
call Erin at 564-0976
Applications are available
in the hallway of the
SGA Office
Sponsored I
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Attention
Risincj
Juniors
The SGA is once again sponsoring the
M.atthew Lee Montgomery "Danville" Scholarship

of $1,000
to rising juniors. Please pick up an application in Taylor 234.
i

call Collin Lee at x6S76 for more details
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT!
Collegiate Sealers Inc. is currently
hiring students for outdoor work
in Northern Virginia. Earn up

Est. 1988

to $8,000 this summer. Please
call (703) 471-1500 today to set
up a time to interview and join
our asphalt crews of college
students and recent college
graduates.

Subscribe to
Rafcxn this coupon lo:

| Breeze

Ant>ony-S»«g« HoJ
|*«t>
Jamas
™» mwuwwii
Madbon lUnivwwty
Homsonburg. V* 22807

I Name:
i Address:
I City:
'State:
'Alumni: DVB
' Parent:
DV€S

Zip:

Speedo
Merchandise

Jesus Christ was a liar.
Either that or a complete raving lunatic. Oh yeah, there's one
other option (and only one): He was and is God, just as he claimed.

□NO

■Subscription: D first Oass DBu& Mail
$75
$30
I
|
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Payments may be made by check or
money orders. Payments must be
received before subscription begins.
Make checks payable to Tht Brttzt.

Pamper Your Pets
At Valley Vets

Many people prefer to think he was a good moral teacher,
but if you think through it, that's not logically possible. Jesus, in
the midst of a fiercely monotheistic culture, through his actions
and overt statements claimed to be God in the flesh.
If the claim was false, then either. Jesus knew that, or he
didn't. If it was false and he knew it, then by his intentional
deception he has scammed the world with the greatest hoax ever
conceived. Liars don't tend to make particularly good moral
teachers.
If, on the other hand, he honestly was convinced in his own
mind that he was God (and wasn't) then it's pretty clear that he
was a lunatic. If your roommate really thought she was God,
what would you think of her?

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

The only remaining possibility, as implausible as it sounds, is
that the claim was true: Jesus really is God. He really does love
you. And he really can forgive your sins.
Liar, Lunatic, or Lord. Can you think of another option?

433-VETS
(8387)

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

What do you believe?
Campus Crusade for Christ • Thursdays at 8:00pm • PC Ballroom
email: club-crusade@jmu.edu
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ACROSS
1 Circle slices
5 Chester ex
Desmond
11 Hobo
14 Tuber
15 Spicy cuisine
16 Writer Burrows
17 Bill of fare
18 "_ in the Wind"
19 Horizontal lineup
20 Knotty
22 Just right
24 Common insect
26 Olympian
tumblers
28 Pallid
29 Movie pig
31 Inarticulate grunt
32 Comment to the
audience
34 Biblical garden
36 Morten rock
40 Closest
42 Crude metal
44 Comrade in arms
45 Tortoise's rival
47 Like some
kitchens
48 Anger
50 Longtime
52 Neighbor of Wash.

Monday, March 29,1999

53 Shoreline
57 At least as much
as
59 Goofed
60 Subsequent bets
62 Auditory organ
63 Rum drink
65 Perlman of
"Cheers"
68 School org.
69 Gain

70 Merit
71 Cover crop
72 Get cozy
73 Swing at

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Upper limb
Caviar
Sociable
Daring feat
Joel of "Sullivan's
Travels''
Spoken
Played an illegal
card
Actor McDowall
Unwell
Visualizing
Exposes . Ger. sub
Whimpers

21 "Seascapedramatist
23 Ladd movie, "The
Blue_"
24 Bob Hope film,
"Call Me _"
25 Art holder
27 Oscar-winner of
1936
30 Fraternity letter
33 Solid carbon
dioxide
35 Edgeless sword
37 Swing jazz
clarinetist
38 Invalidates
39 Quindlen and
' Paquin
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Muse of poetry
Panoply
Roasting sticks
Harplike
instruments
Train track
Choweddcwn
End of an
Colonial insect

H
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Mets' stadium
Italian port
Drumbeat
Dennis of the
NBA
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Seth Burton
Jackie Cisternino

Manny Rosa
Thomas Scala
VinitaViswanathan

this yea r evergtliing it was. Well miss you more than you know.
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Storevride specials on Home
Theater and Howe Audio

Williamson Hughes
1021 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-434-2372

All Mitsubishi Big Screen!, VCR*, &
Audio I Year SIM-MCMM*
$500 off Mitsubishi 70"

CO-ElaStin Skin Cream can make you look younger in
only a few weeks. It penetrates immediately leaving no unpleasant
residue. Use it in the daytime under makeup and at night as a
vitamin boost while you sleep. It will not irritate delicate tissue
around your eyes. Contains NO acid.
'This is the best cream I've ever used. It removes the roughness from stretch
marks totally. From the two c-sections I've had. the scar is totally smooth
over and healed." -Susan, Lexington, KY

HOMB
THBATBR
SALE!

Savings on Yamaha, Onkyo, JVC, Polk,
Mitsubishi, Klipsch & Boston Acoustics

Man] torn At Cleirance Prices!
See all our specials at: http://home.rica.net/acemusic
2990 S Mai* Strait, Harrisonburg, VA 540 434 4722^1-800 PlAY/A_Cf/

MUSIC 'N

ELECTRONICS

10-6M.»Frl

ie*a**r

STUDY ABROAD IN KOREA!!
(And pay JMU tuition!)
Very limited spaces are available for JMil's exchange program to
Yonsei University in Seoul, Korea for Fall 1999 or Spring 2000..
Requirement: mini mum 3.0 GPA
Pay tuition to JMU and room & board to Yonsei University!

THE

LOOK

HAIR and TANNING SALON
(since 1990)

564-2770
498G University Blvd.
(Across from Costco)
WOLFF SUPER BEDS

Now open until 10 p.m.
Tanning Specials
I visit....:
$4.00
3 visits
$10.50
6 visits
$18.00
10 visits
$25.00
15 visits
$30.00
I month
$40.00
Beauty Specials
Wash & Cut
$8.50
Reg. Perms
$35.00
Spiral Perms
$45.00
Hair Colors
$40.00
Highlighting
$35.00
Facial Waxing
$5.00
♦Must have Coupon^

To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
Assistant Director
toblerca@jmu.edu
568-6273

Dr. Chong Yoon
Professor of History
yoonck@jmu.edu
568-3607

JMU Office of International Education, Hillcrest House 2nd Floor,
568-6419, intl_ed@jmu.edu, www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/
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a video chronicle of James Madison University

04.06.99

Congratulations
to The Breeze staff

Individual awards to:

Keiley Biassingame, General Column Writing
Courtney Crowiey, Sports Column Writing
Dylan Boucherie, Feature Photography and
Best Sports Photography

Best
Ail-Around
Non -Daily
Student
Newspaper in
1998 Mark of
Excellence
Competition

Courtney Crowiey, Brad Jenkins, Katheryn Lenker,
Andi Metzler, Rob Speirs, Julia Filz, Spot News Reporting

45

46

Come to us for yo

Tune-ups
Harrisonhure. VA 22801

(540) 432-0280

Chec
Full Line Of:
•Clothing
•Accessories
•Parts
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4*

Open 7 Days A Week

►Winter Clothing
•Helmets
y* •Sftoes
■ • ■ ■
•Lights *\

Caribbean Tan
UNLIMITED
TANNING
UNTIL
GRADUATION

$50

Dukes Plaza
2185 S. Main St

FOR SGA PRESIDENT

If EmergTCerc J]

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)

432-9996
-

If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep-Throat • In-house STD Testing
Lacerations
No Appointment Necessary
Mon. - Fri.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m
Sat.
10 a.m. • 6 p.m
Sun.
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
with X-ray & lab on premises

EMERGICARE
Where Patients are Sending Their Friends

All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!
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enee.
for experience. Vote
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enee.
for experience. Vote
ence.
for experience. Vote
ence.
for experience. Vote
for experience. Vole
ence.
for experience. Vote
ence.
for experience. Vote
enee.
for experience. Vote for experience. Vote for experience.

Vote for ex peri
Vote for experi
Vote for ex peri
Vote for experi
Vote for experi
Vote for experi
Vote for experi
Vote for experi
Vote for experi
Vote for experi
/

Vote on March 31
at the commons.

Zane Showker
& UREC

• Work to improve relations with Harrisonburg's
residents, Police Dept., ABC & City Council
• Create a powerful student voice to the
administration & faculty

The Breeze
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
3 4 or S BK Units AvallablsFurnished or unhj^hjd. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 5404339576.
irnm5ty««e« • 3 bedrooms, 2
naths furnished, washer, dryer,
microwave. Lease 6/1/99 or
8/1/99 tor one year. Bedroom
with private bath. $260; share
bath. $240. Water free, no pets.
Deposit required, 433-8822.

J-M Apartments
434-1847 (9 am.-5 P«0
2 BR apt. $400/mo
or $200/person
3 BR apt. $480/mo
or $160/person
4 BR apt. $680/mo.
or$170/person
4-5 BR house with garage
$700/mo.
All «|H> near Canlrcll Bridfe
(inc id the ckwil compkMMo JMU1
Owner/Manager
I In- good apU. go first,
so (omt by and art us!

Brand New
Pheasant Run
Townhomes!
Roommate situations
available for full 1999!
$250/person, 4
bedrooms, 2.5 baths,
washer/dryer, microwave,
all appliances. JMU ethemet
connectioris, phone + cable
in each bedroom.

Call today!
801-0660
priaasantepheasantrun.net
Hunters Rldga Townhouse - 4 BR.
2 BA. furnished. $235/ea. Available
August. W/D. a/c. microwaves,
new carpet. Owner managed and
maintained. Call 540371 2552.

3 Bedroom Furnished Apartment •
lor 99 - 2000 school year.
W/D included. 1st. 2nd, 3rd
doors available. $240 per
person. Funkhouset & Associates.
4345150.

Christina, We Lost Your Number Ptease cat Lyrue and Amy, 8010622.

4 Bedroom Furnished Apartment for '99 - 2000 school year.
W/D included. 1st. 2nd. 3rd
floors available, $215 per
person. Funkhouser & Associates.
434-5150.

One Bedroom Apartments - Great
condition, W/D. lease available
8/17/99. $375 $400. 4334569.

Two Btdroom Townhouae • Near
campus. W/D. available 6/1/99
lease. $475. 433-1569.
One Bedroom Apartments - Close
to campus, available 5/1/99 or
7/1/99. $330. 433-1569.
Funkhouser & Associates - 161
Wolfe St.. 4 BR. $820. 1339-A S.
Mam St.. 3 BR. $255/BR. 1321-A
Mt. Clinton Pike, 3 BR, $650. 547
»2 Layman Ave., 2 BR $490.
Call Funkhouser & Associates,
434-5150, ask for Carl. EHO

Townhouses
at
Hunter's Ridge
Now .lccepling applications
for groups of 2 or 4.

Call 434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.
EHO

Roommate Wanted - $275 +
utilities. Many extras! Call Suiee
574-4734.

Hunter's Ridge
Condominiums
& Townhomes
Still some units available.
Call 434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.
EHO

Will Pay Cash - for used or
damaged electronics. VCRs, TVs,
home and car stereos. PlayStations,
etc. Call Mike's Electronics.
434-8800.

wwwJmu.mkt/h9s/thqtr/kxtMgnMipMm

4 Bedroom House • water, sewer,
included. Approximately 1 mile from
JMU, quiet surroundings, nice yard.
Available June 1. Call 432 9931.

Uttle Caesar's drivers wanted $6 $10/hr. W. Market Street.
434-5300.

Three Bedroom House - W/D,
available 8/17/99 lease, deposit.
$675. 4331569.

Earn up to $500 Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 1504-646-1700.
Dept. VA4806.

Looking For a Big 2 Bedroom Apt?
Try www.caslleproperly.com
564-2659.

3 Liberal Females • ISO easy-going
roomie starting August. $175.
4333476.
Summer Sublet - 2 BR, 2 Bath
plush Madison Manor with pool.
Call 574-4697 anytime. Must see.
One Bedroom Available - in Forest
Hills townhouse. Anyone welcome.
$255/mo. Call Kristen. 4339789.

OFFCAMPUSHOUSING.COM
Mt. View Heights
Hunter's Ridge Townhouses
Hunter's Ridge Condos
Madison Terrace
Madison Manor
Duke Gardens
University Place
Gingerbread House
Madison Gardens
Madison Square

Country Club Court
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.
434-5150
EHO

Do you have 90

Now Avails!!* Huge 4 BR - 2 bath
house. 3 blocks from campus in
old town. Large eat in kitchen.
5642659. www.cast/eproperty.corn

Sublet - 473 Mason St. available
May/ June. $240, negotiable.
574-2559.

3-4 Bedroom Duplex - water,
sewer, electric included. 1 mile from
JMU. private secluded setting in city.
Call 432 9931. Available June 1.

Do you live on
campus?
minutes to discuss
your options?

LARGEST BEDROOMS
IN TOWN!

433-8862
Walking Distance to JMU!

1991 Bronco 4x4- 35" tires, 7"
lift. 80K. excellent condition.
$7,200. 5744697.

Are you a freshman?

HELP WANTED

Hunter's Ridge Apartment - four
bedroom. $225/mo. Call 4320578
1396+H.

$225/bedroom

Save Your Parents' Moneyl Own
house for less than rent. 3BR/2BA
brick rancher w/new carpet, fresh
paint, attatched garage on private
road bordering campus - walk to
class. W/D hookup, kitchen with
new appliances including microwave.
$105,000. Call owner. 801-0609.

Easy
Money!

Summer Sublet ■ 2 «4 rooms
available May through early August.
Rent negotiable. 438-3634.

Madison Manor - Two bedrooms,
two baths. Completely furnished,
woodburmng fireplace, ceiling
fans, skylights. Water/sewer
included. No pets. One year
individual lease $310, $320.
$335/monlh. Roommate placement.
4338822.

Fully Furnished! New Carpet!

Large Sears Microwave - $35.
Coffee table • with matching ends
(pine with glass inserts). $50.
Colonial Plaid - double sleep sofa.
$75. Call Colleen. 568-4295 for info.

FOR SALE
Housewears Galore, Clothes *
Much Morel Gift & Thrift. 227 N.
Mam St.
Taacam 4-track Minidisk Recorder •
$800. o.b.o. Pearl. 5-piece drum set
with cases. $650. o.b.o. Call
Bruce, 574-3693.
Printer for Sale - HP DeskJet
820cse. Good condition. Extra
black ink cartridge. $150. Call
Steve. 438-2252.

$£500 Weekly Potential - mailing
pur circulars. Free information.
Call 202-452-7679.
Tutors Needed - (or two Botany
130 students. Call 56»5695.
Summer Positions at Beautiful
Vermont Girls' Camp - Lochearn
Camp, one of the oldest & finest
private camps for girls, seejks
counselors/activity instructors for
tennis, gymnastics, waterskiing,
sailing, canoeing, snorkeling,
studio arts, field sports. English
riding, hiking. Senior staff positions
for leadership trainer, program
coordinator, division heads. Drug,
alcohol. St smoke free. Contact
18 002356659
or
Lochearn9eanhlink.net.
Web
site:www.camppage.corn/Locnearn
Need a COMPUTER JOB
on CAMPUS?
Ollerin^ J.il.ih.w morugcrm-nt and
i omnium- .iti.ins experience.
p.iy Sh so. sioJO/hour. Starts
immediately. See Computer Support
Tei'hnK'un ad in this issue
Call 568-3440.

Wildlife/Natural Resource research firm is hiring polite,
professional, reliable people with
computer skills to conduct
telephone surveys (NO SALES). The
Orlando Sentinel recently called us
"One of the nations foremost
researchers on the environment."
Part time evening shifts. Mon. - Fri.
Daytime shifts, Sat. & Sun. $6/hr
to start. Apply at 130 Franklin
Street: no phone calls please.

Then visit...
or e mail ytnachaJ9Jmu.edu.
Lifeguard • The RMH Wellness
Center is seeking a certified
lifeguard to work Monday. Wednesday
and Friday from 745 a.m. • 12 p.m.
Applications available at the front
desk of the Wellness Center. Call
Brian Clark at 5641747 for
additional information.
Free Radio ♦ $1,2501 Fundraiser
open to student groups and
organizations. Earn $3 - $5 per
Visa/MC app. We supply all
materials at no cost. Call for info
or visit our web site. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby Boom
Box. 1*00-932-0528, x 65.
www. ocmconcepls. spm
CampusNot RNAs Wanted Provide technical assistance to
clients in the CampusNet program.
Work approx. 10 hrs/wk. Pay will
be $240/mo. Have strong desktop
computer skills and display a
professional customer service
attitude. Prior experience with TCP/IP
and Internet related applications
desired. Fill out a state employment
application
from
Human
Resources and send it to Nancy
Dauer, Technical Services. Frye
Building, room 208. Closing
information can be obtained from
our
homepage
link:
www.jmu. edu/campusnet
Please forward questions to:
campusnef#yrm/.edu
Summer Painting Positions •
available through Tuition Painters.
We are recruiting painters for
Northern Virginia, Harnsonburg.
and the Hampton Roads areas.
Experience is a plus but not
necessary. If you are interested,
please come to our information
session on March 31 in Zane
Showker 221 between 11 a.m.
and 1 p.m. If you cannot make the
info session, call 18003934521.

Earn $450 A Week - working 3
hours a day mailing letters from
home. Rollin West. R. 1. Box 59.
Harmon. OK 73832.
Car Preps PT - Enterprise Rent-ACar is now hiring PT Car Preps. We
offer a competitive hourly salary
and a team spirited environment.
You will be responsible for
ensuring that our vehicles leave
the lot ready for the road! Must
be at least 21. enjoy a fast
paced environment and have a
good driving record! Please call
5404337455 to set up an interview.
Summer Jobs - Charlottesville.
Northern Virginia. College students
work with people your own age.
Local & Long distance moving. $8 ■
$10/hr. 1*00766-6831.
sfudentservicesmoving.com

LOST & FOUND
Found Cat ■ in Hunter's Ridge
area. If missing, call 432*943.
Lost Gold Bracelet - on March 1
between Moody. Warren. Godwin,
Route 6A in the morning. Call
4382409.

SERVICES
Malrose Parties, Formals - You
NEED us! National DJ Connection,
433*360.
New at The Cadillac RanchExotic dancerts. bachelor party
specials, dance a-grams. escorts.
Open Thursday. Friday. Saturday 9
p.m. til 2 a.m. Call 304 249-5068.
Rt. 21. Sugar Grove. W.Va.
NOTICE
For more information and assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities &
work at-home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau Inc..

at 1*00-53*5501.

PERSONALS
PI Kapp- Th'anks for the great mixer!
Love. Tri Sigma
Adoption- Happily married, childless
couple hopng to adopt infant. Will
provide loving, secure, nurturing
home. All allowable expenses paid.
Please call Michael and Helen
collect at 703 837 0912.

Place a Classified Ad in
The Breeze

/

Come to the basement of
Anlhony-Seeger
$2.50 fa the first 10 words
($2 for each additional 10)

568-6127

HEY NEWS WRITERS!
(And those who'd like to become news writers)

Come to the meeting at
The Breeze at 4:15 p.m. today
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Everyone Needs To Take A Break From The Books

Jama

Mail nun

(Jnivcniiy

OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat. 10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com

Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service

Stop by T'fie Commons, South View and Stone §ate (Rentaf
Offices, or caff432-0600, and make a move to Cuxuryl

